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 Routinely 
 Remarkable



Every day, we’re making meaningful progress as we impact the lives of patients and families,  

and the communities in which they live.

Our efforts are not for the faint of heart. From pioneering community initiatives and outreach programs 

that tackle tough challenges and enhance the quality of life for residents throughout our region, to 

providing innovative and high-quality care centered on improving patient health, LifeBridge Health 

continues to revolutionize and redefine what it means to be a provider of healthcare services.

At LifeBridge Health, being remarkable is our routine.

C O M M U N I T Y

5
E N G A G E M E N T

 31
Q U A L I T Y

 19
I N N O V A T I O N

 25

 Routinely   remarkable.
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35  /  C O M P A S S I O N  F U N D 

36  /  I N  T H E  N E W S 

37  /  O U R  L E A D E R S H I P 

38  /  B O A R D  O F  D I R E C T O R S 

40  /  2 0 2 1  A T  A  G L A N C E 

40  /  C O N T I N U U M  O F  C A R E 

41  /  L B H  L O C A T I O N S 

42  /  L B H  P A R T N E R S 

43  /  C O M M U N I T Y  P A R T N E R S 

45  /  P H I L A N T H R O P Y 

48  /  C A P I T A L  I M P R O V E M E N T S 

50  /  2 0 2 2  S T R A T E G Y
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LifeBridge Health’s Greatest 
Accomplishments of 2021

 14 140+
Baltimore magazine

Top NursesTop Nurses Top DoctorsTop Doctors

Along with providing care for our community,  Along with providing care for our community,  

we’ve accomplished so much this year.we’ve accomplished so much this year.
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With CARE BRAVELY at our core, every day is 

an opportunity for our team members to deliver 

extraordinary care at LifeBridge Health. In fact, 

this is what we ask of them day in and day out. 

And they deliver. 

For more than two years now, we’ve been 

dealing with the COVID-19 pandemic and the 

uncertainty and unsettled lives that it brings.  

I am beyond proud of our team members and 

the courage and dedication they have shown  

in an unprecedented time. 

Throughout 2021, we never wavered from 

the care that we give our patients and our 

communities. When the COVID-19 vaccines 

were made widely available, we quickly 

dedicated resources to ensuring that our 

communities could receive this lifesaving 

protection with our Care Happens Here Mobile 

Clinic. And we partnered with Live Chair Health 

to bring vital information about COVID-19 and 

other health issues to a place where people are 

comfortable – the barbershop. Additionally, we 

hired 75 new physicians and advance practice 

providers across our hospitals to care for our 

patients and communities. 

Beyond COVID-19, we raised awareness for 

atrocities that are happening in our communities 

with our moving display, The Red Desk Project, 

which highlighted how domestic and gun 

violence was impacting our most vulnerable 

population – our children. We also broke ground 

on our new home for the Center for Hope, which 

will house support services and resources for 

victims of violence and abuse to seek the help, 

hope and healing they need. 

While focusing on challenges of today, we are 

also building for the future with initiatives such 

as upgrading the Emergency Department and 

expanding specialty clinics at Grace Medical 

Center. We have expanded our partnership 

with the Jewish Community Center of Greater 

Baltimore with the opening of the Sinai Wellness 

& Education Suite at the Weinberg Park Heights 

Jewish Community Center. We’re also excited 

about the opening, expansion and renovation 

of BridgingLife and Atlee Hill on the Carroll 

Hospital campus. 

We are also improving how we connect to our 

patients and communities. With the opening of 

the LifeBridge Health Unified Communications 

Center, customers need only call one number 

to connect to a friend or family member, make 

an appointment, request a prescription refill and 

more. Additionally, we’re providing convenient 

ways for people to know their blood pressure, 

weight and body mass index, and overall health 

markers by tracking their numbers at Higi 

stations, found in grocery and convenient  

stores across Maryland. 

We also officially launched a new online 

scheduling platform called HelloBrave that 

allows any healthcare patient the ability to 

schedule real appointments with their LifeBridge 

Health doctor any time of the day or night. This 

launch supports our digital strategy to meet the 

growing needs of our patients and our clinical 

care teams by providing the tools everyone 

needs to be healthy and successful. 

Through all of these initiatives and more, we are 

showing what it means to CARE BRAVELY at 

LifeBridge Health. I’m so excited to show you 

more of what we’ve all accomplished together. 

 

Neil M. Meltzer  

President and CEO, LifeBridge Health

 R O U T I N E L Y  R E M A R K A B L E

 Dear Friends,

8Best 
Employers

Most  
Wired

Baltimore Jewish Times 

LifeBridge Health received eight  

Best of Baltimore awards.

Forbes CHIME

LifeBridge Health was named one of  

America’s Best-in-State Employers.

LifeBridge Health was named to  

the Digital Health Most Wired list.
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American Health Care 
Association and National  
Center for Assisted Living
Levindale received the Bronze Commitment  

to Quality Award.

American Heart Association
Carroll Hospital: Get With The Guidelines 

Gold Plus Stroke Quality Achievement Award, 

Target: StrokeSM Elite Award and Target: Type 2 

Diabetes Honor Roll Award.

Northwest Hospital: Get With The Guidelines 

Gold Plus Target: Stroke Honor Roll Elite 

Quality Achievement Award and Target: Type 2 

Diabetes Honor Roll Award.

Sinai Hospital: Get With The Guidelines  

Gold Plus Stroke Quality Achievement Award,  

Target: Type 2 Diabetes Honor Roll Award, 

Mission: Lifeline Gold NSTEMI Achievement 

Award and Gold Plus Receiving Award.

Association of  
Healthcare Philanthropy
LifeBridge Health was selected as a top-

performing healthcare fundraising organization 

by the Association for Healthcare Philanthropy.

Baltimore Business Journal
Pothik Chatterjee, assistant vice president, 

innovation and operations support at LifeBridge 

Health, was honored as an Emerging Leader 

in the 2020 Best in Tech Awards. LifeBridge 

Health Chief Medical Information Officer 

Jonathan Thierman, M.D., Ph.D., was named 

to the first-ever Leaders in Health Care in the 

Health Care Innovation category. Neil Roy, 

M.D., chairman of emergency medicine at Sinai 

Hospital, was named to Baltimore Business 

Journal’s 40 under 40 list.

Baltimore Jewish Hall of Fame
Neil Meltzer, president and CEO of LifeBridge 

Health, was inducted into the JCC’s Baltimore 

Jewish Fall of Fame.

Cresta
LifeBridge Health won the bronze award from 

Cresta for “Heroes,” a commercial featuring 

portraits of LifeBridge Health team members 

during the COVID-19 pandemic. See it here: 

lifebridgehealth.org/lbhcresta

The Daily Record
Rebecca Altman, vice president and chief 

integration officer, LifeBridge Health, was 

named one of The Daily Record’s 2021 

Maryland’s Top 100 Women. • Neil Meltzer, 

president and CEO of LifeBridge Health, and 

Leslie Simmons, senior vice president and 

COO of LifeBridge Health, were named to  

The Daily Record’s Power 30 Health Care list. • 

LifeBridge Health was honored with six Health 

Care Heroes awards by The Daily Record. • 

Readers of the Maryland Daily Record once 

again chose LifeBridge Health as a Best  

Health System. We also received this honor  

in 2019 and 2017. 

HEALTHCAREfirst 
BridgingLife received Hospice Honors.

Lighting up Times Square
LifeBridge Health was one of 12 U.S. health 

systems recognized for excellence in supply 

chain practices by ECRI, an independent 

nonprofit health services organization. The 

Healthcare Supply Chain Achievement Award 

recognizes demonstrated exemplary utilization 

of services across the procurement life cycle 

including budgeting, benchmarking, technology 

assessment and strategic development, and is 

particularly noteworthy considering the supply 

chain challenges created by the COVID-19 

pandemic. The list of winners was displayed on 

a billboard in Times Square in New York City. 

 

 

 

 

 

Awards and Accolades

 Best
U.S. News & World Report

 Northwest Hospital and Levindale were each 

named a Best Nursing Home for Short-Term 

Rehabilitation for 2020–21.

 1of12
Times Square

LifeBridge Health was one of 12 U.S. health 

systems recognized for excellence in supply 

chain practices by ECRI.

 LGBTQ
Human Rights Campaign

SInai Hospital was named an LGBTQ 

Healthcare Equality Top Performer.



 Community
At LifeBridge Health, care is more than medical. We care for our communities At LifeBridge Health, care is more than medical. We care for our communities 

virtually and in person with a variety of programs that help improve the  virtually and in person with a variety of programs that help improve the  

health and well-being of people and families with education, support and health and well-being of people and families with education, support and 

necessary services.necessary services.

05  /  /  C E N T E R  F O R  H O P EC E N T E R  F O R  H O P E  

06  /  /  S I N A I  W E L L N E S S  &  E D U C A T I O N  S U I T E  A T  T H E  J C C S I N A I  W E L L N E S S  &  E D U C A T I O N  S U I T E  A T  T H E  J C C 

07  /  /  W E S T  B A L T I M O R E  R E N A I S S A N C E  F O U N D A T I O N W E S T  B A L T I M O R E  R E N A I S S A N C E  F O U N D A T I O N 

08  /  /  A  W O R L D  O F  H E L P A  W O R L D  O F  H E L P 

10  /  /  R E D  D E S K  P R O J E C T R E D  D E S K  P R O J E C T 

11  /  /  B R I D G I N G  T H E  R E S O U R C E  G A P B R I D G I N G  T H E  R E S O U R C E  G A P 

12  /  /  C A R E  H A P P E N S  H E R E C A R E  H A P P E N S  H E R E 

14  /  /  L I V E  N E A R  Y O U R  W O R K L I V E  N E A R  Y O U R  W O R K 

16  /  /  M E N T A L  H E A L T H C A R E M E N T A L  H E A L T H C A R E 

17  /  /  L E A R N I N G  O N  T H E  J O B L E A R N I N G  O N  T H E  J O B 

18  /  /  C O V I D - 1 9  S T A T SC O V I D - 1 9  S T A T S   /  /  M A N - O - T H O NM A N - O - T H O N



LifeBridge Health cares bravely far beyond hospital walls deep into LifeBridge Health cares bravely far beyond hospital walls deep into 

our communities, by encouraging our team members to live nearby our communities, by encouraging our team members to live nearby 

our facilities and helping seniors repair their homes, supporting our facilities and helping seniors repair their homes, supporting 

children and families affected by trauma and violence, and creating children and families affected by trauma and violence, and creating 

a healthy environment by tending to our outdoor spaces.”a healthy environment by tending to our outdoor spaces.”

Martha Nathanson 

Vice President, Government Relations and Community Development, LifeBridge HealthVice President, Government Relations and Community Development, LifeBridge Health



Center for Hope  
prepares for  
challenges ahead

The addition of the final beam to Center for 
Hope’s building-in-progress, signed by LifeBridge 
Health team members and the crew from DPR 
Construction, marked the end of the first stage of 
construction. Completion of the building is expected 
in February 2022.

With COVID-19 restrictions lifting and people 

emerging from quarantine, Baltimore City is 

experiencing a dramatic increase in reports of 

violence. LifeBridge Health’s Center for Hope  

is answering a higher volume of requests for  

services than prior to the pandemic; child 

abuse services are up 50% and requests 

for domestic violence services are up from 

50% to 400% depending on the service. 

Comprised of the Baltimore Child Abuse 

Center, hospital violence response teams at 

Sinai Hospital and Grace Medical Center, Safe 

Streets Belvedere, DOVE Domestic Violence 

and elder justice programs, the Center for 

Hope operates under its mission of advancing 

hope, healing and resilience for those 

impacted by trauma, abuse and violence 

through comprehensive response, treatment, 

education and prevention.

Following the first full year of its programs 

operating in tandem, the Center for Hope is 

set to roll out a strategic plan that furthers 

the integration of comprehensive community 

programs, experts and city agency partners 

to break the cycle of violence and its lifelong 

impact for victims of all races, ethnicities and 

religions, from the cradle to old age.

“There’s a greater demand on our staff than 

we’ve ever had before,” says Adam Rosenberg, 

vice president of Violence Intervention and 

Prevention for LifeBridge Health and the 

executive director of the Center for Hope. 

“We’re dealing with a surge in cases with a 

staff that continues to be pushing themselves 

hard to do all they can do to help impacted 

members of our community.” 

Working with survivors of violence has become 

increasingly more demanding as a result of 

the pandemic. Two-thirds of the child abuse 

caseload includes children under 12 years old 

who are not vaccinated. To meet this need, 

Center for Hope staff created tele-forensic 

interviewing, enabling the continued provision of 

critical information for all investigating partners 

to solve child abuse cases. The Center for Hope 

pioneered the use of technology in this manner, 

and as a result, staff have provided training on 

the model to more than 1,000 case workers 

and interviewers across the country. 

In addition, the Center for Hope continues its 

work to raise awareness about the ultimate 

form of child abuse – homicide. “Far too many 

children are being murdered in the city and we 

need to be able to not only do something to 

stop it but help the kids who are survivors of 

homicide and friends and family members of 

witnesses as well,” Rosenberg notes.
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LifeBridge Health has expanded its partnership 

with the Jewish Community Center of Greater 

Baltimore with the opening of the Sinai Wellness 

& Education Suite at the Weinberg Park Heights 

Jewish Community Center (JCC). At the new, 

state-of-the-art suite, LifeBridge Health welcomes 

JCC and community members for screenings, 

health events and conferences, and provides 

onsite access to LifeBridge Health experts. In 

addition, community members have access to 

the Sinai Wellness & Education Suite, with the 

ability to register and attend events to be held 

on-site. The space is also equipped to reach 

thousands more via remote capabilities.

One important initiative of the new center 

is expanded outreach to the area’s growing 

Orthodox community. The partners worked 

with members of the Orthodox community 

to identify their interests and determined 

a growing need for support in nutrition 

education, chronic disease management  

and women’s health while ensuring a  

culturally sensitive approach.  

“LifeBridge Health’s purpose statement is ‘Caring 

for Our Communities Together,’ and caring for 

the Jewish community is a very important part 

of who we are,” says Neil Meltzer, president 

and CEO of LifeBridge Health. “As part of our 

commitment to Park Heights and the area’s 

growing Orthodox community, we are excited 

to expand our JCC partnership to bring 

additional health programming and services.” 

The partnership aligns with the JCC’s mission 

to engage the community, notably families and 

senior adults, by offering a rich array of cultural, 

social, educational and wellness programs.“ We 

strive to provide JCC programs in collaborations 

to leverage the best partners to meet the diverse 

needs of our Jewish community. Our wonderful  

partnership with LifeBridge Health enhances our 

wellness goals and vision,” says Barak Hermann, 

CEO of the JCC of Greater Baltimore. “Collectively, 

we are eager to share these innovative new 

programs and services that will enhance  

the focus on healthy minds and bodies to 

enrich the lives of our members and the 

Baltimore community.” 

A key component of these initiatives is the newly 

created position of LifeBridge Health community 

wellness coordinator at the Weinberg Park Heights 

JCC. Sherri Zaslow joined the LifeBridge Health 

Community Outreach team, led by LifeBridge 

Health community wellness manager Robyn 

Talesnik, to coordinate the health and wellness 

programs, serve as a health information 

resource for members, and connect them with 

LifeBridge Health physicians and services. 

Zaslow has office space adjacent to the Sinai 

Wellness & Education Suite, which is the hub  

for community health and wellness services. 

Following a VIP grand opening this fall and 

a public open house this winter, LifeBridge 

Health experts are leading a robust schedule of 

events, held in person and virtually, through the 

Living Well at the J partnership. In addition to 

group and informational sessions on BRCA1/

BRCA2 Genetic Testing, Smoking Cessation, 

the Mammothon, Hospice Care, the Diabetes 

Support Group and more, the partnership 

includes participation in communitywide events 

such as the JCC’s Community Block Party, 

the Quarry Lake Fall Festival and the Greater 

Maryland Heart Walk.  

A new web page – www.lifebridgehealth.org/jcc – 

provides information on all screenings, health 

events, conferences and links to LifeBridge 

Health services and providers. In addition, 

community members have access to the Sinai 

Wellness & Education Suite, with the ability to 

register for wellness events and reserve space 

for their own community meetings and events 

to be held onsite. The space is offered to the 

community free of charge and can accommodate 

up to 60 participants, with the opportunity to 

reach thousands more via remote capabilities.

 “ 
 LifeBridge Health’s purpose  statement is 
‘Caring for Our Communities Together,’   
and caring for the Jewish  community is  
a very important  part of who we are .”
Neil Meltzer 

President and CEO of LifeBridge Health

LifeBridge Health opens Sinai Wellness  
& Education Suite at Park Heights JCC 
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Creating a healthy environment

In 2021, the LifeBridge Health Clean & 

Green Team, in building on its partnership 

with nonprofit organization Park Heights 

Renaissance, continued to show why it is 

such a vital community resource. Amid the 

pandemic, the team pressed forward with 

its mission to make the most positive impact 

possible on beautification initiatives in the 

Park Heights area, handling regular grass 

trimming and maintenance for more than 75 

properties. It also led efforts to reduce littering 

on neighborhood streets and in designated 

green spaces, coordinating dumpster placement 

and cleanup projects with various Baltimore 

City departments. 

Always striving to improve its performance, 

the Clean & Green team instituted additional 

training opportunities for new and existing 

team members geared toward better serving 

local communities in need. In addition, 

it assisted with the distribution of food 

donations to needy families during pandemic-

related shutdowns.

Last spring, the LifeBridge Health Clean  
& Green Team beautified the future home of  
The Factory: A West Baltimore Opportunity 
Center. For more on The Factory, turn to page 11.

 Before

After 7
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If you have an ability to help alleviate the pain and If you have an ability to help alleviate the pain and 

suffering of your brothers and sisters, then you should  suffering of your brothers and sisters, then you should  

use your skills to help.”use your skills to help.”

Merrill Chaus Herzenberg 

Nursing Instructor at Johns Hopkins School of Nursing and PACU Nurse  Nursing Instructor at Johns Hopkins School of Nursing and PACU Nurse  

at the Westminster Surgery Centerat the Westminster Surgery Center

Three days after a 7.2 magnitude earthquake Three days after a 7.2 magnitude earthquake 

hit Haiti in August, Merrill Chaus Herzenberg hit Haiti in August, Merrill Chaus Herzenberg 

was on an airplane. Usually volunteering was on an airplane. Usually volunteering 

alongside thousands of volunteers, Herzenberg alongside thousands of volunteers, Herzenberg 

found herself alone for this mission.  found herself alone for this mission.  

Herzenberg, a registered nurse with a master’s Herzenberg, a registered nurse with a master’s 

degree in public health, spent a week working degree in public health, spent a week working 

beside the local staff at Adventist Hospital in beside the local staff at Adventist Hospital in 

Port-au-Prince. She supported the overworked Port-au-Prince. She supported the overworked 

Haitian nurses in the operating room and Haitian nurses in the operating room and 

assisted with wound care on patient wards. assisted with wound care on patient wards. 

Approximately 80 surgeries on earthquake Approximately 80 surgeries on earthquake 

victims were performed at the hospital during victims were performed at the hospital during 

that week. that week. 

 “Our friends at the hospital needed help to  “Our friends at the hospital needed help to 

deal with the large influx of injuries,” she says. deal with the large influx of injuries,” she says. 

“If you have an ability to help alleviate the pain “If you have an ability to help alleviate the pain 

and suffering of your brothers and sisters, and suffering of your brothers and sisters, 

then you should use your skills to help.”  then you should use your skills to help.”  

Not only did Herzenberg work tirelessly to help Not only did Herzenberg work tirelessly to help 

the earthquake victims, but she also donated the earthquake victims, but she also donated 

her blood to an ill patient who had both legs her blood to an ill patient who had both legs 

crushed by a wall in her home. The woman crushed by a wall in her home. The woman 

had a severely low blood count and poor had a severely low blood count and poor 

oxygenation in her blood and tested positive  oxygenation in her blood and tested positive  

for COVID-19. A few days after surgery and  for COVID-19. A few days after surgery and  

the blood transfusion, she was stable enough the blood transfusion, she was stable enough 

for discharge. for discharge. 

For the past 11 years, Herzenberg, a nursing For the past 11 years, Herzenberg, a nursing 

instructor at Johns Hopkins School of Nursing instructor at Johns Hopkins School of Nursing 

and a PACU nurse at the Westminster Surgery and a PACU nurse at the Westminster Surgery 

Center, and her husband, John Herzenberg, Center, and her husband, John Herzenberg, 

M.D., director of pediatric orthopedics at M.D., director of pediatric orthopedics at 

Sinai Hospital and director of the International Sinai Hospital and director of the International 

Center for Limb Lengthening, have traveled Center for Limb Lengthening, have traveled 

to Haiti. They began their efforts following to Haiti. They began their efforts following 

the 2010 earthquake that devastated Port-the 2010 earthquake that devastated Port-

au-Prince. Within a week of that earthquake, au-Prince. Within a week of that earthquake, 

Merrill Herzenberg headed to Haiti. Five Merrill Herzenberg headed to Haiti. Five 

months later, Dr. Herzenberg joined her for months later, Dr. Herzenberg joined her for 

a return trip, bringing a team of medical a return trip, bringing a team of medical 

professionals from Sinai Hospital and Montreal. professionals from Sinai Hospital and Montreal. 

Scott Nelson, M.D., a former fellow of Sinai’s Scott Nelson, M.D., a former fellow of Sinai’s 

International Center for Limb Lengthening, lives International Center for Limb Lengthening, lives 

permanently in Port-au-Prince and provides permanently in Port-au-Prince and provides 

a stable base of operations for the Sinai and a stable base of operations for the Sinai and 

other volunteer teams. other volunteer teams. 

LifeBridge Health donated 200 pounds of LifeBridge Health donated 200 pounds of 

medications and supplies to the recent relief medications and supplies to the recent relief 

effort, which Merrill Herzenberg hand-carried effort, which Merrill Herzenberg hand-carried 

to Haiti. Philip McClure, M.D., assistant director to Haiti. Philip McClure, M.D., assistant director 

of the Sinai Orthopedic Residency Program, of the Sinai Orthopedic Residency Program, 

headed to Haiti upon her return to provide headed to Haiti upon her return to provide 

a continuum of support. McClure and the a continuum of support. McClure and the 

Herzenbergs expect to return with a full  Herzenbergs expect to return with a full  

team in 2022. team in 2022. 

Haiti is just one of many countries the Haiti is just one of many countries the 

Herzenbergs have supported during more Herzenbergs have supported during more 

than 25 years of voluntary missions. They’ve than 25 years of voluntary missions. They’ve 

been to Uganda, Nicaragua, Ethiopia and been to Uganda, Nicaragua, Ethiopia and 

Ecuador, and developed friendships with Ecuador, and developed friendships with 

medical professionals from all over the world medical professionals from all over the world 

who share a common desire to help where who share a common desire to help where 

it’s needed and to share knowledge. Sinai OR it’s needed and to share knowledge. Sinai OR 

nurses and orthopedic fellows have joined nurses and orthopedic fellows have joined 

them on many yearly missions. This time, the them on many yearly missions. This time, the 

massive influx of wounded necessitated that massive influx of wounded necessitated that 

Merrill Herzenberg and McClure quickly make Merrill Herzenberg and McClure quickly make 

their way to Haiti. their way to Haiti. 

 “But Haiti kind of gets under your skin and  “But Haiti kind of gets under your skin and 

keeps calling you back,” says Dr. Herzenberg, keeps calling you back,” says Dr. Herzenberg, 

who stayed behind with a full surgical who stayed behind with a full surgical 

schedule and worked around the clock to schedule and worked around the clock to 

arrange donations of critical supplies and arrange donations of critical supplies and 

equipment and to contact colleagues to join equipment and to contact colleagues to join 

Merrill Herzenberg.  Merrill Herzenberg.  

 “When the earthquake happened, I thought  “When the earthquake happened, I thought 

about my friends working tirelessly around  about my friends working tirelessly around  

the clock helping their fellow Haitians,” she the clock helping their fellow Haitians,” she 

explains. “They inspire me with their compassion, explains. “They inspire me with their compassion, 

dedication and humility under the harshest dedication and humility under the harshest 

of circumstances. It is a privilege to work of circumstances. It is a privilege to work 

alongside them.”alongside them.”

A world of help
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were performed for earthquake 
 victims in the first week at  

Adventist Hospital

80  
surgeries

of medications and supplies  
donated by LifeBridge Health

200  
pounds

of voluntary missions  
undertaken by the Herzenbergs

25  
years
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Red Desk Project calls  
attention to child homicide 

In April 2021, 112 red school desks appeared 

on the front lawn of Sinai Hospital. Part of 

a public art statement called the Red Desk 

Project, the desks honored the 112 children 

killed over the past six years in Baltimore City  

by domestic and community violence. 

Led by LifeBridge Health’s Center for Hope, 

the Red Desk Project is a call to action 

designed to raise awareness surrounding 

senseless child homicides, honor those killed, 

recognize the scale of what is happening and 

end the violence. 

The Red Desk Project is a collaboration 

between LifeBridge Health’s Center for Hope, 

Sinai Hospital and Storyfarm in partnership 

with Baltimore City Public Schools. 

Visit www.reddesk.org to learn more.

 “ 
We’re not going to forget 
that a life has been lost  
and we’re going to be  
doing something about it.”
Adam Rosenberg 

Executive Director, Center for Hope

10
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Bridging the resource gap in West Baltimore

When LifeBridge Health acquired the former 

Bon Secours Hospital in 2019, the system 

launched the West Baltimore Renaissance 

Foundation (WBRF), a nonprofit organization 

created to invest in the well-being of the 

West Baltimore community.

With a board consisting of community and 

health professionals, the foundation provides 

strategies to address social determinants of 

health in West Baltimore by awarding grants 

to support programming in areas such as 

workforce development, youth mentoring, 

food access and population health. The grants 

are exclusively funded by the Health Services 

Cost Review Commission.

Kurt Sommer, executive director of the WBRF, 

says they have successfully worked with 

community and faith-based leaders and 

government partners to identify and invite 

local nonprofit organizations that serve the 

community to apply for funding to provide 

essential services in these areas. In fiscal year 

2021 and the beginning of fiscal year 2022, 

he says the foundation awarded 51 grants 

totaling more than $4 million.

“Some of the nonprofits we are supporting 

provide job training and hard- and soft-skilled 

development in key sectors like healthcare, 

information technology, culinary arts and 

construction trades,” says Sommer. “We  

also have a range of mentor programming  

to support kids. They include programs that 

are focused on STEM, technology, sports/

recreation, culinary arts, sustainability and 

journalism. Many include social and emotional 

learning elements while others have supportive 

services such as tutoring. We are also supporting 

programming to help with financial counseling, 

homeownership, trauma and health education.”

In October, the WBRF debuted its plans  

to convert a former gelato manufacturing 

facility in West Baltimore into a community 

center called The Factory: A West Baltimore 

Opportunity Center. The Factory will serve  

as the foundation’s home as well as have 

space for partners offering community  

services, such as workforce development  

and violence prevention.  

The 33,000-square-foot building will also have a 

commercial kitchen to support food initiatives, as 

well as a teaching kitchen, classroom, computer 

lab and community gathering space. With 

construction beginning soon, the renovated center 

is expected to open in the summer of 2022.

“We are excited to be working with the 

community and area partners to move forward 

new investments and programming in West 

Baltimore through The Factory and WBRF. 

Working together, we can help bridge some 

of the resource gaps in the community while 

helping build new paths of opportunity,” 

Sommer says.

51  
grants
awarded by the WBRF

$4  
million
donated in total

From left: Daniel Blum, president, Sinai 
Hospital and Grace Medical Center; senior vice 
president, LifeBridge Health; Kurt Sommer, 
WBRF executive director; Edith Gilliard-Canty, 
president of the Franklin Square Community 
Association; and Neil Meltzer, president and CEO 
of LifeBridge Health applaud The Factory’s debut.
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LifeBridge Health brings care to our 

communities that need it most with our Care 

Happens Here mobile unit. This specially 

outfitted van delivers necessary healthcare 

services to central Maryland neighborhoods. 

Because people can’t get the care they 

need for many reasons, including a lack of 

transportation or the technology required for 

telehealth, not paying for care or prescriptions, 

and housing and food insecurity, we’re meeting 

their needs where they live. 

The Care Happens Here mobile unit offers a 

variety of services, including:

 + COVID-19 testing
 + COVID-19 vaccinations
 + Immunizations
 + Medical care
 + Pediatric care
 + Referrals for medical and social services 

A doctor’s office on wheels  

The customized van includes a mobile 

treatment room equipped with clinical  

supplies and equipment found in a typical 

doctor’s office, including:  

 + A complete patient exam table that can 

accommodate adult and pediatric patients. 
 + Refrigeration and freezer space for storage 

of vaccines, including the COVID-19 vaccine. 
 + The technology and connectivity required 

to record data and support telehealth visits 

if patients need care from a provider in 

LifeBridge Health’s Virtual Hospital. 
 + An infant scale and a regular scale for 

weighing children and adults.
 + Privacy curtains and window tinting  

to protect patient privacy. 
 + Eye-catching custom graphics that signify  

to residents that Care Happens Here and 

resources are available. 

Care Happens Here visits are scheduled in 

advance. The van visits patients who are 

shown by data as being at the highest risk 

based on many factors, including age,  

chronic diseases, population density and  

social determinants of health.  

The unit is staffed by physicians, nurses, 

community health workers and other 

team members. The staff’s composition 

is customized depending on the patients 

scheduled for the day. 

“Our Care Happens Here unit is the latest 

example of our commitment to getting 

resources into the communities we serve in 

innovative and practical ways that meet the 

evolving needs of residents,” says Neil Meltzer, 

president and CEO of LifeBridge Health. “While 

our team at LifeBridge Health has always been 

proactive in this regard, the COVID-19 pandemic 

has caused us to dig deeper to find new ways 

to Care Bravely and make a positive impact on 

the health of our communities.”

Pilot program demonstrated  
need and results  
The Care Happens Here unit was inspired and 

informed by a LifeBridge Health pilot program, 

which started at the beginning of the COVID-19 

pandemic. Two repurposed patient transport 

vans visited more than 315 patients chosen 

because they were determined to be at the 

most significant risk for adverse outcomes for 

COVID-19. More than 80% of these patients 

had abnormal blood pressure, more than 50% 

had three or more underlying chronic medical 

conditions and more than 30% had not seen  

a primary care physician in over a year.  

 

“The results of our pilot program spoke to a 

growing need in our communities that has to 

be addressed,” says Sharon McClernan, vice 

president of clinical integration at LifeBridge 

Health. “Beyond the impacts of COVID-19 

within these vulnerable populations, we saw 

alarming trends of people deferring care for 

other medical issues, and it was clear we 

needed to take a more personal approach  

to serve people’s holistic needs in the home. 

The Care Happens Here unit is a perfect 

extension of our ongoing population health 

efforts throughout central Maryland.” 

Go to www.lifebridgehealth.org/mobile to take 

a virtual tour of the Care Happens Here unit.

Care Happens Here mobile unit  
brings care to our communities

 “I was waiting to see how long it was 

going to take to get this vaccine because 

so many of us need this vaccine.” 
James Gray, Resident at Harlem  
Gardens Senior Living Facility

12
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A new campaign from NFL Alumni Health, 

in partnership with the Centers for Disease 

Control and Prevention, aims to build  

COVID-19 vaccination confidence around  

the country – including Baltimore.

As part of that campaign, local NFL alumni 

teamed up with LifeBridge Health to host a 

vaccination event in West Baltimore. Ravens 

alumni joined the LifeBridge Health Care 

Happens Here unit at the Center for Urban 

Families. The event featured a DJ, health 

information, giveaways and free doses of 

the COVID-19 vaccines. The event was the first 

in an anticipated series of coordinated efforts 

by NFL alumni and local healthcare providers 

to educate and vaccinate local residents.

Game on, COVID-19

Former Baltimore Ravens Kyle Richardson, 
Femi Ayanbadjo and Brad Jackson pose 
with the LifeBridge Health mobile team at 
a vaccination event at the Center for Urban 
Families in West Baltimore.

Live Chair Health works to address men’s 

health by building on the trusted relationship 

between clients and barbers. Live Chair Health 

trains barbers to screen patrons for high blood 

pressure, BMI (body mass index) and other  

risk factors for heart disease and stroke. To 

help clients take charge of their health, Live 

Chair Health also provides a mobile app that 

allows members to log, track and report 

symptoms, and rewards members for  

healthy actions through a loyalty program. 

Live Chair Health partnered with the LifeBridge 

Health Innovation Department last year to 

expand the number of Northwest Baltimore–

area barbershops participating in the program, 

and worked together to connect barbershop 

patrons to health services. The partners also 

teamed up for a barbershop event to bring the 

COVID-19 vaccine to people in Park Heights. 

Additionally, Live Chair Health was selected 

for the 1501 Health incubator program, a 

partnership between LifeBridge Health and 

CareFirst BlueCross BlueShield. Turn to page 25 

for more on 1501 Health.

Meeting men where they are

The LifeBridge Health Care Happens Here 
mobile van offered the COVID-19 vaccine at 
an event with Live Chair Health at the Shear 
Images Barber Shop in Northwest Baltimore, 
part of an afternoon of fun health activities also 
featuring screenings (including blood pressure 
and body mass index), giveaways and more.

13
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Octavia Leach  
and Leo at their  
new home.

 $10k-$18k
housing benefit offered to team members  
buying homes in Park Heights

 9 areas
in which benefits are offered

The footprint for LifeBridge Health’s 
Live Near Your Work Homeownership 
Incentive Program continues to grow.

The program is meant to encourage homeownership in the communities around all LifeBridge 

Health hospitals. Newly added incentives are available to eligible team members who purchase 

homes in the Park Heights community and neighborhoods surrounding Grace Medical Center.

Team members who buy homes in certain sections of Park Heights are now eligible for either a 

$10,000 benefit or, in certain blocks, an $18,000 benefit. Marianne Navarro, LifeBridge Health 

director of community development, says this is a great time for team members who are buying  

a home: “It’s exciting to see the program expand. There are currently 15 neighborhoods in the  

city where a $10,000 benefit is available, and some LifeBridge Health team members are taking 

advantage of this wonderful opportunity.”

Along with Park Heights, the program includes nine new areas around Grace Medical Center. 

LifeBridge’s Live Near Your Work benefit can be stacked with other incentives and programs 

available through the City of Baltimore’s Office of Homeownership and the State of Maryland  

for even greater assistance.

Navarro says the Live Near Your Work program “can be a huge help to offset expenses for 

employees buying a home, particularly first-time homebuyers.” She adds, “Homeownership is 

shown to have many positive outcomes, including wealth creation and neighborhood stability. 

We’ve grown the program to support not only our team members but also the neighborhoods 

closest to our hospitals. With the increase in benefits in neighborhoods around Grace Medical 

Center and the new benefit to Grace employees, we can help team members in their home-buying 

process and support the neighborhoods surrounding all of our hospitals.”

LifeBridge Health team member Octavia Leach was recently awarded funds that helped with the 

purchase of her first home. Leach is a recreational therapist at Levindale and says her house is 

about 15 minutes from work. She encourages other employees to check out the program, saying, 

“It’s free money to go toward the purchase of a home. Thank you, LifeBridge Health. I appreciate 

the help.” The first-time buyer says her property is “the perfect starter home for me and my dog Leo.”
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Mental healthcare for team members, 
their families and our communities

The pandemic has posed a lot of mental 

health challenges, especially for kids and 

teens. LifeBridge Health responded to the 

need for increased mental health services by 

increasing trauma-informed therapy at both 

Sinai and Grace. At the Sinai outpatient mental 

health clinic, which serves adults and teens 

age 13 and up, team members and their 

family members experiencing mental health 

issues were offered free group therapy,  

on-site or via telehealth sessions.  

“Prior to the pandemic, we did not have 

telehealth services. We had to set those up 

quickly to continue to meet the needs of our 

communities. We made sure we were able 

to meet the patients where they were, both 

emotionally and geographically. We really 

did a full turnaround in a matter of weeks to 

create the option for every single patient to do 

telehealth visits,” says Dawn Hurley, assistant 

vice president of behavioral health. 

The clinic also increased the number of  

sessions available for adolescents needing 

therapy to deal with issues such as 

transitioning from in-person to tele-learning.  

An additional therapist was hired at Grace, 

which offers mental health services to patients 

age 3 and up. Staff worked closely  

with the Department of Education and the 

Department of Social Services to accept 

referrals and provide education and resources. 

Often therapy was a bridge to other needed 

services. Staff were able to link students with 

teachers and tutors if they required additional 

academic help.  

LifeBridge Health also worked closely with 

primary and specialty care pediatricians 

across the system to make sure they had 

the resources to help patients experiencing 

mental health issues. “Pediatricians and 

primary care specialists are most often the first 

point of contact for patients. We made sure 

mental health services were available to their 

patients who needed them,” says Hurley.  

Part of caring bravely is being able to pivot 

and adjust to patients’ needs and meet them 

where they are. As the pandemic continues, 

LifeBridge Health will be there to support 

the mental health of our employees and 

vulnerable populations in our communities. 

16
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Perhaps you saw teenagers wearing identical 

blue polo shirts and khaki pants throughout 

Northwest Hospital over the summer and 

wondered who they were. They were 23 rising 

high school sophomores, juniors and seniors 

who spent the summer at Northwest Hospital 

getting a behind-the-scenes look at what it’s 

like to work in healthcare. The 15- to 18-year-olds 

were taking part in the Northwest Summer Teen 

Volunteer Program. 

The program is perfect for helping students 

like Jayla Williams, 16, answer the question, 

“What do you want to be when you grow up?” 

Jayla says, “At one point, I was interested in 

veterinary medicine. Now I know I want to care 

for people. I’d like to be a trauma surgeon.” 

The teens apply for the summer program by 

completing an application packet that includes 

writing a 250-word essay on why they are 

interested in volunteering at Northwest 

Hospital, explaining their goals and what 

skills they have to offer the patients and team 

members. The applicants must also submit 

references and are interviewed in person by 

Anna Collins, the volunteer coordinator. 

Northwest had students from 10 area high 

schools apply. Anna says, “The volunteers 

are focused and excited to learn all they can. 

They realize this is a wonderful opportunity and 

want to make the most of this experience.” 

The students earn service hours for their 

participation in the program. They must 

complete a certain number of service hours 

required for graduation. Sharon Hendricks, the 

assistant vice president, patient experience 

and subacute operations for Northwest 

Hospital, has oversight of the program. 

She says, “A lot of planning, organization, 

coordination and discernment go into what 

departments the students are assigned for 

the summer. We realize these young people 

are our future leaders and want to give them 

a well-rounded experience. They are assigned 

to the breast care center, the emergency 

department, the executive team, infection 

control, operational excellence, the operating 

room and SurgiCenter, occupational health 

and environmental services, to name a few.” 

A team member is assigned to work with each 

student. Their experiences include transporting 

patients, rounding to collect supplies, scanning 

documents for archive, data collection, video 

recording Gemba walks, creating quick reference 

guides, documenting workflows, assembling 

welcome toiletry kits for patients, assisting 

nurses and techs, and more.

 Learning on the job

 “ 
 They realize this is a wonderful  
opportunity and want to make  
the most of this experience.”
Anna Collins 

Volunteer Coordinator
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COVID-19  
by the numbers

This fiscal year, our team members went 

above and beyond to CARE BRAVELY during 

the COVID-19 pandemic. These numbers  

provide a glimpse of our positive impact on  

our communities. 

In May, children ages 12–15 began  
receiving vaccinations at the clinic  
located at 5400 Old Court.

 119,523  
tests

33,982 
vaccinations

3,156  
discharges

Did you know 1 in 8 
American men will be 
diagnosed with prostate 
cancer in his lifetime?

LifeBridge Health's Man-o-thon provided free 

prostate exams to community members,  

along with glucose and kidney screenings,  

and COVID-19 and flu vaccines.18
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 Quality

19  /  /  L E V I N D A L E  U P D A T EL E V I N D A L E  U P D A T E  

20  /  /  G R A C E  M E D I C A L  C E N T E R  U P D A T E G R A C E  M E D I C A L  C E N T E R  U P D A T E 

22  /  /  C A R R O L L  H O S P I T A L  E X P A N S I O N C A R R O L L  H O S P I T A L  E X P A N S I O N 

24  /  /  A  S U R P R I S E  D E L I V E R YA  S U R P R I S E  D E L I V E R Y

We CARE BRAVELY for our patients and their families by making sure our We CARE BRAVELY for our patients and their families by making sure our 

facilities are up to date and meet the needs of our communities. When we facilities are up to date and meet the needs of our communities. When we 

invest in our hospitals, we invest in providing quality care, with renovations, invest in our hospitals, we invest in providing quality care, with renovations, 

expansions and advanced technology.expansions and advanced technology.



Caring bravely means designing and building amazing spaces Caring bravely means designing and building amazing spaces 

where we can provide care and services for our community in a where we can provide care and services for our community in a 

safe, beautiful and carefully thought-out environment.”safe, beautiful and carefully thought-out environment.”

James Roberge 

Vice President, Capital Improvements and Support Services, LifeBridge HealthVice President, Capital Improvements and Support Services, LifeBridge Health

From left: Matthew Beecy, director of energy, From left: Matthew Beecy, director of energy, 

capital improvements, LifeBridge Health; capital improvements, LifeBridge Health; 

Maurice Spielman, director of design and Maurice Spielman, director of design and 

construction management; James Roberge, construction management; James Roberge, 

vice president, capital improvements and vice president, capital improvements and 

support services, LifeBridge Health.support services, LifeBridge Health.



Even during a global pandemic, Levindale 

kept its focus on quality care. Levindale 

garnered significant industry recognition 

following rigorous evaluations by the 

American Health Care Association and 

its three-level process for long-term care 

facilities, evaluating organizational capabilities 

against recognized standards of excellence. 

Levindale was one of only two facilities in 

Maryland to earn the highest accolades at a 

bronze level. Additionally, U.S. News & World 

Report listed Levindale as a leading short-term 

rehabilitation program. The Centers for 

Medicare & Medicaid Services also granted 

Levindale a four-star rating, one of the best  

in Maryland. 

“Our team members are caring bravely every 

day. We call it doing the good work – and 

their focus on quality and outcome metrics 

shows their dedication,” says Deborah 

Graves, Levindale president and LifeBridge 

Health senior vice president. “Our culture 

is based on supporting and keeping staff 

engaged. We consistently beat our turnover 

goal year after year, and at this time in 

healthcare, that is certainly something to 

celebrate. Our staff is committed to quality 

and the people they serve. They go above 

and beyond to communicate, to help, and to 

provide compassionate, loving care for every 

patient, every day, and this translates to our 

achievements and recognition overall as a top 

facility in Maryland.” 

Levindale stays focused  
on quality care

Deborah Graves, Levindale president and 
LifeBridge Health senior vice president, Kris 
Butcher, director of care management and 
social work, and Alexis Lucas, occupational 
therapist, enjoy a summer picnic at Levindale
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Fourth-floor 

conference room

Emergency 

department 

observation rooms

New fifth-floor 

dining area

Emergency 

department 

negative  

pressure room

New physical 

therapy suite
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To better serve the West Baltimore community, 

Grace Medical Center opened its new, state-

of-the-art emergency department and specialty 

clinics in January 2021, approximately 14 

months after LifeBridge Health acquired 

the facility formerly known as Bon Secours. 

“From the beginning, our plan was to bring 

additional specialties, enhance services and 

renovate the facility,” says Rebecca Altman, 

vice president and chief integration officer at 

LifeBridge Health. “Now, in only a little more 

than a year, look at what we accomplished. 

The transformation is stunning.”  

In the new emergency department, 27 private 

treatment areas are tailored to optimize patient 

care and comfort. An observation unit, also 

housed within the emergency department, allows 

for the treatment and monitoring of conditions 

amenable to improvement in eight to 24 hours. 

A new CT scanner in the emergency department 

suite can rapidly diagnose life-threatening 

conditions such as stroke, aortic aneurysm 

and pulmonary embolism. This type of cardiac 

imaging can help emergency department 

providers and cardiologists better predict a 

patient’s risk of heart attack. 

In addition to the new emergency department, 

new primary care and specialty clinics opened 

in January. The area, located on the third floor 

of the medical center, is a hub for several new 

service lines, including pediatrics, obstetrics 

and gynecology, orthopedics, ophthalmology, 

infectious disease and primary care.  

Two new operating rooms for outpatient 

procedures are located on the third floor, with 

adjacent pre- and post-operating areas. The 

third floor also hosts the West Baltimore clinic  

of Health Care for the Homeless.

The next phase of renovation was completed 

in July 2021 and included newly renovated 

spaces for the lab, physical therapy, pharmacy, 

administration, workspaces and dining area. 

The renal dialysis refresh continues and 

includes the addition of six new dialysis chairs.  

Outpatient behavioral health services  

moved from the fifth floor into the building  

at 1940 W. Baltimore St. in the fall of 2021. 

Services will continue in that space until the  

new building is complete in 2023. 

The existing hospital building will be demolished 

by the end of this year and replaced with a new 

20,000-square-foot outpatient behavioral health 

facility and green space for the community in 

the next few years.

Grace Medical Center  
construction update

finish date for the new 20,000-square-foot 
behavioral health facility

2023

new dialysis chairs added  
with the renal dialysis refresh

6

private treatment areas in the 
new emergency department

27

new third floor operations rooms  
for outpatient procedures

2

square-foot outpatient behavioral health facility

 20,000
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Atlee Hill Skilled Nursing  
& Rehabilitation Center 

Construction on Carroll Hospital’s first-ever 

long-term-care facility, Atlee Hill Skilled 

Nursing & Rehabilitation Center, is going  

well and scheduled for completion in the 

summer of 2022. At the time of printing, 

crews were continuing with the installation  

of all finish materials.  

Atlee Hill is located at the corner of 

Stoner Avenue and Washington Road in 

Westminster, Maryland. Once completed, 

the 60-bed facility will offer community 

members recovering from illness or surgery 

a comprehensive range of services, such 

as physical, occupational, speech and 

respiratory therapy, as well as coordinated 

access to the hospital’s providers and 

specialized services. 

Pediatric Care Center  
In November 2021, Carroll Hospital opened 

four brand-new inpatient pediatric rooms as 

part of the new Pediatric Care Center.  

The new unit is located adjacent to the 

hospital’s clinical decision unit and emergency 

department and consists of all private rooms, 

a playroom, treatment room and coming 

soon, a waiting room. 

Diagnostic Imaging Unit  
In March 2021, the Diagnostic Imaging 

Department relocated to the first floor of  

the hospital’s new tower. The department’s 

new location allows for more streamlined 

care and improved patient flow.

New Peri-anesthesia Care Unit   
Construction on phase 1 of Carroll Hospital’s 

new peri-anesthesia care unit (PACU) was 

completed and nurses began caring for 

patients in the unit in November 2021.

The new PACU is larger and more modern,  

and will allow for our surgical specialists to 

provide streamlined and enhanced patient 

care. The new space features 23 private 

bays for patients before and after surgery.  

An additional 12 bays will be added in the 

final phase of construction for a total of 35 

patient bays.

Construction on the entire PACU is scheduled 

for completion in the summer of 2022. 

four inpatient beds and four  
ED exam/treatment rooms  
in the Pediatric Care Center

4/4
bed facility at the Atlee  
Hill Skilled Nursing & 
Rehabilitation Center

60
bays to care for patients in 
the new perioperative and 
surgical recovery area

35

 Carroll Hospital’s  
service  expansion  
goals nearing fruition 

Carroll Hospital’s Vision 2020 plan to expand 

services for the community is in its final phases, 

with many construction projects underway and 

completed. Among them:

22
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Dove House, BridgingLife’s 
inpatient hospice in Westminster  
In the spring of 2021, BridgingLife (formerly 

Carroll Hospice) began renovating Dove 

House, BridgingLife’s inpatient hospice 

facility in Westminster. 

The renovations include expanding Dove 

House from an eight- to 14-bed inpatient 

facility and redesigning it with new flooring, 

paint and amenities to create an aesthetically 

pleasing, homelike setting for patients 

and their families. Other changes include 

refreshing Dove House’s entrance with a 

centralized welcome desk and upgrading  

the chapel.

Clinical Decision Unit  
The Clinical Decision Unit (CDU), formerly 

known as the hospital’s Observation Unit, 

opened in April 2021. The 22-bed unit 

relocated adjacent to the emergency 

department (ED) on the ground floor and 

consists of all private patient rooms and 

increased visibility, making monitoring those 

who are not admitted as inpatients more 

efficient for medical staff while also granting 

patients a more private experience. 

Critical Care Unit  
In March 2021, a new 12-bed critical care unit 

(CCU) opened inside a constructed tower near 

the hospital’s ED on the second floor. The unit 

consists of larger patient rooms (more than 

double the size of the original layout), private 

bathrooms, updated technology and ceiling-

mounted booms for medical supplies. The unit 

also has the capacity for additional isolation 

rooms and an expanded nurses’ station.

BridgingLife (formerly Carroll Hospice) celebrated the 

commencement of the Dove House expansion project  

with a release of doves and blessing of the house. 

From left: Garrett Hoover, president and COO of Carroll Hospital; Neil 

Meltzer, LifeBridge Health CEO; Regina Bodnar, assistant vice president 

of hospice and palliative services; Mark Blacksten, the project’s 

fundraising chair and administrative vice president of business banking 

at M&T Bank; Alec Yeo, chair of the Carroll Hospital Board of Directors; 

Mark Debinski, chair of the Carroll Hospital Foundation Board of 

Trustees; and Ellen Finnerty Myers, former vice president of corporate 

development and chief development officer at Carroll Hospital. 23
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A surprise delivery

Georgia Figaro stood outside Sinai Hospital’s 

main entrance, talking to a friend on her phone 

after finishing her technician shift on 5 South. 

At the same time, transporter Romario Trought 

waited with his discharged patient for her  

ride. When their paths crossed in the early 

evening of Sept. 14, it was a matter of  

life and death.  

A car pulled up and a man jumped out, 

screaming for help. His wife was in labor  

in the back seat. Georgia and Romario  

jumped to help carry her inside. Georgia  

could see the baby’s head in the woman’s 

hands. There was no time to wait.  

Romario noticed the baby turning blue, and 

realized they needed to react quickly. In a 

matter of seconds, staff around the lobby 

grabbed blankets for a makeshift delivery 

room, lining the floor, forming privacy  

walls around them and enabling the mom to 

lay down. Lobby screeners rushed to give them 

gloves and hand sanitizer. With the woman’s 

husband encouraging from behind her, Romario 

held her head and one leg, and Georgia gripped  

the other leg while positioning herself to catch  

the baby.  

By then, alerts had been sounded to the Rapid 

Response Team and Mother/Baby Unit, and 

the medical experts were on their way to help. 

In just two pushes, the woman delivered the 

baby into Georgia’s arms. In an instant, the baby 

was on the mother’s stomach, and she thanked 

the two unlikely participants. The experts 

arrived to cut the umbilical cord and whisked 

the baby and the mom away for examination. 

“I just went in and did what I had to do,” 

Georgia says, recalling that “surreal” evening 

unlike any other. “Maybe I was here at the  

right time to do this. I was in the right place  

at the right time.” 

Romario estimates about five minutes went by 

from their arrival to the birth. He immediately 

returned to his patient outside, and soon after, 

her ride arrived, and he helped her into the car.  

Then, he had a chance to absorb  

what happened. 

“I never expected to have to do that,” says 

Romario, who also describes the experience 

as surreal. “I was happy I was there to make 

sure I brought her in, and she could deliver her 

baby safely. 

“My outlook on life has always been to try to 

help people. If there’s anything I can do to help 

someone, I’m always going to try to do it.”

If there’s anything I can do to help someone,  If there’s anything I can do to help someone,  

I’m always going to try to do it.”I’m always going to try to do it.”

Romario Trought 

Transporter at LifeBridge HealthTransporter at LifeBridge Health
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 Innovation

25  /  /  1 5 0 1  H E A L T H  I N C U B A T O R 1 5 0 1  H E A L T H  I N C U B A T O R 

26  /  /  E O S E D G E  A T  I C L L E O S E D G E  A T  I C L L 

28  /  /  D R .  B R O W N  D R .  B R O W N  

29  /  /  O N E  C A L L  D O E S  I T  A L L O N E  C A L L  D O E S  I T  A L L 

30  /  /  D R .  G U R B E LD R .  G U R B E L

LifeBridge Health supports new ways to further medicine and patient care by LifeBridge Health supports new ways to further medicine and patient care by 

sponsoring the next generation of healthcare innovators and medical research, sponsoring the next generation of healthcare innovators and medical research, 

promoting cutting-edge technology and making it easier for patients to get promoting cutting-edge technology and making it easier for patients to get 

the help they need.the help they need.



LifeBridge Health continues to set the standard for excellence  LifeBridge Health continues to set the standard for excellence  

in innovation and biotech with our incubators. Our efforts  in innovation and biotech with our incubators. Our efforts  

here contribute to improving human health in our community  here contribute to improving human health in our community  

and nationwide.”and nationwide.”

Pothik Chatterjee, MBA 

Assistant Vice President, Innovation and Operations Support, LifeBridge HealthAssistant Vice President, Innovation and Operations Support, LifeBridge Health



In spring 2021, LifeBridge Health and 

HealthWorx, the innovation and investment 

arm of CareFirst BlueCross BlueShield, 

announced the five promising healthcare 

innovators selected for the first cohort of  

1501 Health, an incubator for healthcare 

startups. 1501 Health helps early-stage 

companies develop healthcare solutions. 

The following companies were chosen from 

120 national applicants: 

 + BabyLiveAdvice’s mission is to reduce 

costly complications and close gaps 

in maternal and infant care by using 

tech-enabled professional providers in 

collaboration with health organizations, 

employers and insurers to provide remote 

education, monitoring and support to 

expectant mothers and new parents. 

 + Even Health is a mental wellness company 

and creator of Cabana, the first digital 

counseling platform offering anonymous 

group support facilitated by licensed 

professionals accessible from a desktop, 

smartphone or virtual reality device. 

 + Live Chair Health combines high-touch 

encouragement from trusted hair 

professionals and digital tools to initiate 

client discussions about chronic health 

issues that disproportionately affect  

minority communities. 

 + Pair Team is the first end-to-end 

provider enablement solution for 

Medicaid, providing wraparound 

technology, care team and EMR-

embedded support tools to coordinate 

patient care and automate value-based  

care operations. 

 + Wellset is the premier centralized platform 

connecting the holistic wellness industry.  

It allows users to find and book thousands 

of individual and group sessions with 

specialists in more than 30 modalities, 

including acupuncture, health coaching, 

holistic therapy, Ayurveda and more. 

The companies receive up to $100,000 in 

investment funding and have access to unique 

mentorship and support from payer and provider 

experts, strategic relationships and potential 

customers, resources to support their business 

model and sales strategies, and the testing 

and development of their product in simulated 

medical environments.

Visit www.1501health.com to learn more about 

1501 Health and its first round of innovators.

1

2

3

4

5

Even  
Health

Wellset

Live Chair 
Health

Pair  
Team

BabyLive 
Advice

1501  
Health

1501 Health incubator  
startups selected
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one of six facilities in the United States 
to implement the new technology

1/6
facility on the East Coast  

to install the EOSedge

1st

less radiation than  
traditional X-ray machines

86%

Peter Kempf, a young 
ICLL patient, is ready 
for his scan in  
the EOSedge.

International Center  
for Limb Lengthening  
installs groundbreaking 
technology

The EOSedge, a second-generation, advanced 

X-ray machine, was installed at the second-floor 

orthopedic clinic at Sinai Hospital, site of the 

International Center for Limb Lengthening (ICLL) 

at the Rubin Institute for Advanced Orthopedics. 

The EOSedge provides clearer, high-resolution 

images with just 14% of the radiation of 

traditional X-ray machines. A micro-dose 

setting enables follow-up images at even lower 

exposure, just 1.4% of the radiation produced 

by standard X-ray equipment. 

“We consider ourselves cutting-edge and 

thought leaders in the field. This new equipment 

advances our position as leaders in the field and 

highlights our emphasis on patient safety,” says 

John Herzenberg, M.D., director of pediatric 

orthopedics at Sinai Hospital and director of the 

ICLL. “This is important for all of our patients, 

but especially those who have many multiples 

of X-rays in a short period of time and frequent 

imaging throughout their lives. This significantly 

reduces their radiation exposure, which in larger 

doses may have potentially negative cumulative 

effects over a lifetime.” 

Sinai Hospital is the first facility on the East 

Coast to install the EOSedge and just one of 

six in the United States. The majority of the 

funding for the equipment was provided by a 

generous donor match campaign initiated by 

the Hackerman Foundation. 

“Our patients love it,” says Dr. Herzenberg. “The 

kids feel like they are stepping into a spaceship – 

they stand on a platform that raises them up 

to get the study. And the parents are happy 

because it’s low-dose radiation. We are getting 

high-quality images, using a fraction of the 

normal radiation dose.”

 “ 
 This new equipment advances  
 our position as leaders in  
 the field and highlights our  
 emphasis on patient safety.”
John Herzenberg, M.D. 

Director of Pediatric Orthopedics at Sinai Hospital
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Dr. Scott Brown  
puts patient’s  
best foot forward

Thanks to Scott Brown, M.D., Daniel Anshen 

walks without pain, and he didn’t have to break 

the bank to do so.

Dr. Brown, chairman of the Department of 

Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation for 

LifeBridge Health and medical director of the 

Sinai Rehabilitation Center, advocated for 

Anshen when his foot prosthetic, coupled with  

a prior hip injury and skin issues, failed to give 

him a full range of motion. What it did give him 

was awkward footing, slow and limited motion, 

and severe pain.

Instead of additional surgery, Dr. Brown 

ordered a complete gait analysis from senior 

rehabilitation scientist and gait lab engineer 

Roland Starr. The Gait Lab, along with other 

advanced technology such as 3-D printing, is 

a resource within the Division of Rehabilitation 

Engineering at Sinai Rehab, as well as the 

Ruben Institute for Advanced Orthopedics.  

At the Gait Lab, the only center of its kind 

in the state of Maryland that performs such 

clinical assessments, Anshen spent three 

hours undergoing evaluation while walking  

with his prosthetic and a loaner mechanism 

that was built with advanced microprocessors 

to provide a better and more complete range  

of motion. 

Dr. Brown created the documentation required 

to justify medical necessity to the patient’s 

insurance company for the advanced device. 

Using detailed medical information and data 

from the gait analysis and the test run with the 

advanced prosthetic, Dr. Brown demonstrated 

“how much better he was walking, how much 

less energy he was using, how much farther  

he could go.”

“That’s what rehab is all about,” Dr. Brown said. 

“We want to enable patients to have the greatest 

functionality, pain-free, and the best quality of life.”

The patient went from pain and difficulty 

moving to wanting to learn how to jog with 

the new $17,000 device, which was covered 

by Medicare with help from Dr. Brown and the 

device company, Metro Prosthetics. 

“I can go backwards, forwards, I can bend, 

I can get up without holding on to anything,” 

Anshen told WBAL-TV. “It’s unbelievable how 

well this leg works now.”

We want to enable patients to have the greatest We want to enable patients to have the greatest 

functionality, pain-free, and the best quality of life.”functionality, pain-free, and the best quality of life.”

Scott Brown, M.D. 

Chairman of the Department of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation for  Chairman of the Department of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation for  

LifeBridge Health and medical director of the Sinai Rehabilitation CenterLifeBridge Health and medical director of the Sinai Rehabilitation Center
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One call does it all

“We want to provide one-stop shopping,” says 

Chris Panagiotopoulos, LifeBridge Health’s 

chief technology officer. He’s talking about the 

new LifeBridge Health Unified Communications 

Center (UCC), located at 5400 Old Court 

across from Northwest Hospital. Instead of 

calling different facilities and offices, people 

need to call only one number with the UCC. 

“A modern call center serves all of LifeBridge 

Health’s customers with enhanced services 

while recognizing cost efficiencies.” 

Additionally, having all calls routed through one 

system creates a better customer experience. 

“We want to establish a consistent LifeBridge 

Health voice,” says Panagiotopoulos. UCC 

agents can help customers with various 

requests, including reaching family members 

and friends in their hospital rooms, making 

appointments, requesting prescription refills  

or getting referrals. The agents can also  

relay messages to physicians through a  

secure system.  

The UCC will handle approximately 130,000 

calls per month, or 1.6 million per year. 

“We’re aiming at having a 24/7 operation and 

leveraging modern tools such as chatting to 

accommodate consumer preferences,” says 

Panagiotopoulos, noting that an increasing 

number of customers prefer to type rather than 

talk. “With the UCC, our one-call-does-it-all 

strategy brings together skilled team members 

and cutting-edge technology to interact with 

our customers as one LifeBridge Health, along 

with the flexibility to support our organization’s 

diverse business objectives.”

calls per month

130K
calls per year

1.6M
around-the-clock operation

24/7

I N N O V A T I O N



We’re building on Sinai’s legacy  
 of outstanding discoveries  
 and therapies for patients  
 worldwide. That’s really what  
 we’re doing at our center.”
Paul A. Gurbel, M.D. 

Cardiac Interventionalist

Sinai’s thrombosis research and  

drug development team is advancing 

cardiovascular disease treatment. 

From influencing the invention of new blood 

clot–preventing medications to conducting 

novel biomarker COVID-19 and cardiovascular 

studies, Sinai Hospital’s Center for Thrombosis 

Research and Drug Development has long 

been contributing to the evolution of 

cardiovascular disease treatment.

The center has made several breakthrough 

discoveries that have influenced treatment 

guidelines, including those for antiplatelet 

therapy for heart attack or stroke prevention. 

Led by renowned cardiac interventionalist  

Paul A. Gurbel, M.D., the center is  

recognized in the international cardiology 

and thrombosis community as a leader in 

antithrombotic therapy, laboratory diagnostics 

development and personalized treatments  

for cardiovascular diseases.

“We’re building on Sinai’s legacy of outstanding 

discoveries and therapies for patients worldwide. 

That’s really what we’re doing at our center,” 

Dr. Gurbel says.

The research and drug development team 

has been a close-knit group at Sinai for more 

than two decades, formally establishing the 

center in 1998. They are providing training 

and research opportunities to Sinai residents 

and postdoctoral fellowship opportunities to 

scientists from around the world, including 

Israel, Austria, Korea and Poland. 

In addition to Dr. Gurbel, the team comprises 

Kevin Bliden, M.B.A., director of clinical trials; 

Udaya Tantry, Ph.D., lab director; Janine 

Muldowney, practice manager; and Cescelle 

Barbour, M.S.N., lead research nurse.  

Dr. Gurbel, ranked in the top 2% of the most-

cited scientists in cardiovascular research 

worldwide, recently achieved a milestone with 

his 500th publication. His translational research 

has provided great insight into how aspects of 

platelet function and pharmacogenomics can 

be used to optimally identify and treat patients 

with a high risk of cardiovascular disease.

The research and drug development team  

has studied the effects of COVID-19 on blood 

clotting and inflammation and assisted with the 

development of rapid antigen and antibody 

testing for COVID-19. Among the team’s other 

recent highlights:

 + A study measuring the duration of immunity 

in vaccinated healthcare workers

 + A study of race-related differences in 

blood clot formation, physical blood clot 

characteristics, and genetic variation in 

cardiovascular and stroke patients

 + The development of new, fast-acting 

antiplatelet medications

Two decades  
of discoveries
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 Engagement

31  /  /  E M P O W E R I N G  H E A L T HE M P O W E R I N G  H E A L T H  

32  /  /  H E L L O B R A V E H E L L O B R A V E 

33  /  /  G E T W E L L  I N P A T I E N T G E T W E L L  I N P A T I E N T 

34  /  /  C O L D  N O S E ,  W A R M  H E A R TC O L D  N O S E ,  W A R M  H E A R T

Healthcare is so much more than what happens between doctor and patient. Healthcare is so much more than what happens between doctor and patient. 

LifeBridge Health goes above and beyond to give patients the tools they need  LifeBridge Health goes above and beyond to give patients the tools they need  

to shape their own medical experience.to shape their own medical experience.



I’m proud of the work I do taking care of vulnerable babies in the I’m proud of the work I do taking care of vulnerable babies in the 

NICU, and it’s a privilege to CARE BRAVELY every day for NICU, and it’s a privilege to CARE BRAVELY every day for 

our patients and their families.”our patients and their families.”

Abby Rozga, RN 

Sinai HospitalSinai Hospital



LifeBridge Health believes that every person 

should be empowered to take control of 

their health. 

Knowing your blood pressure, weight and body 

mass index (BMI) numbers and keeping them 

in a healthy range is the first step to managing 

your health. That is why LifeBridge Health 

has partnered with Higi, a health engagement 

company with a network of Smart Health 

Stations that allow consumers to track their 

health via smartphone and on the web. 

These FDA-cleared, HIPAA-compliant stations 

are free, accurate and conveniently located 

in grocery and drug stores. Consumers who 

choose to connect with LifeBridge Health at a 

Higi Station can receive information about how 

to maintain and improve their health, including 

scheduling a primary care visit or identifying  

a community health resource.

 “Throughout the pandemic, many people 

have put off preventive care. However, we 

now see renewed interest in people wanting 

information about their general health and 

well-being,” says Pothik Chatterjee, LifeBridge 

Health assistant vice president of innovation 

and operations support. “The Higi partnership 

is just another example of LifeBridge Health 

meeting our mission to find innovative ways 

to connect with people through channels that 

are convenient and relevant to them, while 

providing trusted information that may help 

them to maintain or improve their health.”

Take control  
of your health

There are currently 
68 Higi Smart Health 
Stations in various 
retail locations in the 
Baltimore area.
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Appointments at  
your fingertips

On Oct. 7, 2021, an exciting chapter for 

LifeBridge Health began with the launch of 

HelloBrave, a new online scheduling platform. 

This new platform allows patients to schedule 

in-person or virtual appointments with a 

doctor any time of the day or night in just a 

few clicks. This quick and easy website is the 

future of healthcare scheduling.   

HelloBrave is unlike many of the other online 

healthcare scheduling platforms currently 

available. The platform allows a search-to-

schedule pathway where patients can easily 

look up their doctor or find a new one and 

immediately choose an appointment time 

that works for them. Currently, there are over 

960 providers available on the platform, with 

more being added each day. By eliminating 

the need to make phone calls to a physician’s 

office, HelloBrave makes seeing your doctor 

convenient and flexible.   

During initial testing, 29% of appointments 

booked through HelloBrave were scheduled 

after regular office hours. Testing also confirmed 

that 40% of these appointments were new 

patients for the provider practice — an exciting 

discovery for LifeBridge Health. Access to a 

variety of healthcare needs at LifeBridge Health 

has never been easier for our patients.  

After over 12 months of hard work from team 

members across the organization, LifeBridge 

Health is proud to introduce HelloBrave. 

This exciting launch is a huge step toward a 

successful digital strategy that supports the 

needs of the providers and clinical teams.  

Visit lifebridgehealth.org/hellobrave to get started.

available on the 
HelloBrave platform

 960 providers
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Empowering patients to be  
involved in their healthcare

LifeBridge Health implemented GetWell Inpatient 

on televisions in all LifeBridge Health hospital 

patient rooms. The interactive patient care 

system, which has been active at Carroll 

Hospital for 10 years, was gradually rolled  

out to other LifeBridge Health facilities 

beginning with Northwest Hospital in the fall  

of 2020, Levindale Hospital in the spring of 

2021 and Sinai Hospital in the fall of 2021.

GetWell Inpatient encourages patients to be 

more involved with their care by providing 

them with important hospital information, 

entertainment and education tailored to their 

health and disease management, and general 

health and wellness information. It also allows 

patients to provide real-time feedback and 

recognition to hospital staff.

of using GetWell Inpatient  
at Carroll Hospital

 10 years
at LifeBridge now use  
GetWell Inpatient

4 facilities
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I think it was just so important for her to have something I think it was just so important for her to have something 

comforting and familiar and to make the hospital more comforting and familiar and to make the hospital more 

of a welcoming place to her. I think it really transformed of a welcoming place to her. I think it really transformed 

her hospital experience.”her hospital experience.”

Adina Levitan 

Child Life Specialist, The Herman & Walter Samuelson Children’s Hospital at SinaiChild Life Specialist, The Herman & Walter Samuelson Children’s Hospital at Sinai

Cold nose, warm heart

Four-year-old Abby rested in The Herman & Four-year-old Abby rested in The Herman & 

Walter Samuelson Children’s Hospital at Sinai’s Walter Samuelson Children’s Hospital at Sinai’s 

pediatric unit while battling an aggressive pediatric unit while battling an aggressive 

brain tumor. Between surgeries, treatments, brain tumor. Between surgeries, treatments, 

emergency department visits and additional emergency department visits and additional 

hospitalizations, she spent nearly six months hospitalizations, she spent nearly six months 

total in the hospital.  total in the hospital.  

Along with her symptoms and the repercussions Along with her symptoms and the repercussions 

from treatment, Abby felt anxious, angry and sad.  from treatment, Abby felt anxious, angry and sad.  

“When I first met Abby, she was this smart, “When I first met Abby, she was this smart, 

spunky, hilarious little girl, and by the time spunky, hilarious little girl, and by the time 

I saw her again in the hospital, she was I saw her again in the hospital, she was 

terrified,” says Jennie Hart, M.D., clinical terrified,” says Jennie Hart, M.D., clinical 

director of pediatric hematology/oncology at director of pediatric hematology/oncology at 

the Samuelson Children’s Hospital. “We would the Samuelson Children’s Hospital. “We would 

spend a lot of time just trying to ease that anxiety spend a lot of time just trying to ease that anxiety 

because it was clearly causing her suffering.” because it was clearly causing her suffering.” 

Dr. Hart joined forces with Susan Lipton, M.D., Dr. Hart joined forces with Susan Lipton, M.D., 

chief of the pediatric infectious disease program, chief of the pediatric infectious disease program, 

regarding the one thing that could bring Abby regarding the one thing that could bring Abby 

joy: her husky, Skye.  joy: her husky, Skye.  

“Dogs are there for you 100%, and they have “Dogs are there for you 100%, and they have 

been proven to improve healing and can actually been proven to improve healing and can actually 

be helpful in pain control,” says Dr. Lipton. be helpful in pain control,” says Dr. Lipton. 

“They’re supportive and accepting, and they “They’re supportive and accepting, and they 

put their head over your leg or tummy and are put their head over your leg or tummy and are 

just there for you.” just there for you.” 

Together, the physicians worked to gain the Together, the physicians worked to gain the 

necessary approvals for Skye to visit Abby in necessary approvals for Skye to visit Abby in 

the hospital. As part of Abby’s “family pod,” the hospital. As part of Abby’s “family pod,” 

there was little risk. Special shampooing limited there was little risk. Special shampooing limited 

the chance of infection.  the chance of infection.  

When the big, fluffy, white ball of fur bounded When the big, fluffy, white ball of fur bounded 

into Abby’s room, Abby needed a moment to into Abby’s room, Abby needed a moment to 

process. It was Skye visiting her. In the hospital.  process. It was Skye visiting her. In the hospital.  

“Skye was so excited to see Abby and wanted “Skye was so excited to see Abby and wanted 

to get right up next to her in bed and get her to get right up next to her in bed and get her 

face close to Abby so she could kiss her and face close to Abby so she could kiss her and 

comfort her and cuddle with her,” says Adina comfort her and cuddle with her,” says Adina 

Levitan, child life specialist. “It perked Abby up Levitan, child life specialist. “It perked Abby up 

to see Skye. I think it was just so important for to see Skye. I think it was just so important for 

her to have something comforting and familiar her to have something comforting and familiar 

and to make the hospital more of a welcoming and to make the hospital more of a welcoming 

place to her. I think it really transformed her place to her. I think it really transformed her 

hospital experience.” hospital experience.” 

Skye’s visit demonstrates the interdisciplinary Skye’s visit demonstrates the interdisciplinary 

collaboration that went above and beyond collaboration that went above and beyond 

routine patient care. Drs. Hart and Lipton put routine patient care. Drs. Hart and Lipton put 

Abby’s personal needs at the forefront to make Abby’s personal needs at the forefront to make 

a difference. Today, they say, she’s like a a difference. Today, they say, she’s like a 

different child, no longer afraid during treatments.different child, no longer afraid during treatments.

“I felt that Skye was as necessary as IV fluid  “I felt that Skye was as necessary as IV fluid  

to Abby’s well-being,” says Dr. Lipton.  to Abby’s well-being,” says Dr. Lipton.  

“We advocate for patients all the time.  “We advocate for patients all the time.  

Abby needed Skye. Our job was to get  Abby needed Skye. Our job was to get  

Skye to her. This is what we do for patients.”Skye to her. This is what we do for patients.”
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35  /  /  C O M P A S S I O N  F U N D  U P D A T EC O M P A S S I O N  F U N D  U P D A T E  

36  /  /  I N  T H E  N E W S I N  T H E  N E W S 

37  /  /  O U R  L E A D E R S H I P O U R  L E A D E R S H I P 

38  /  /  B O A R D  O F  D I R E C T O R S B O A R D  O F  D I R E C T O R S 

40  /  /  2 0 2 1  A T - A - G L A N C E 2 0 2 1  A T - A - G L A N C E 

40  /  /  C O N T I N U U M  O F  C A R E C O N T I N U U M  O F  C A R E 

41  /  /  L B H  L O C A T I O N S L B H  L O C A T I O N S 

42  /  /  L B H  P A R T N E R S L B H  P A R T N E R S 

43  /  /  C O M M U N I T Y  P A R T N E R S C O M M U N I T Y  P A R T N E R S 

44  /  /  P H I L A N T H R O P Y P H I L A N T H R O P Y 

48  /  /  C A P I T A L  I M P R O V E M E N T S C A P I T A L  I M P R O V E M E N T S 

50  /  /  2 0 2 2  S T R A T E G Y2 0 2 2  S T R A T E G Y

By working together toward a common goal – caring bravely – we make our By working together toward a common goal – caring bravely – we make our 

communities healthier every day. We’re grateful for the support of our donors  communities healthier every day. We’re grateful for the support of our donors  

and honored to receive recognition for our work. and honored to receive recognition for our work. 

LifeBridge 
Health  
Overview



We received $30 million in private gifts and government grants, We received $30 million in private gifts and government grants, 

and 100% of those gifts go directly to making patient care and and 100% of those gifts go directly to making patient care and 

our facilities better, in addition to taking care of our talented our facilities better, in addition to taking care of our talented 

caregivers systemwide. Philanthropy saves lives and changes caregivers systemwide. Philanthropy saves lives and changes 

lives at LifeBridge Health.”lives at LifeBridge Health.”

Neil Meltzer 

President and CEO, LifeBridge HealthPresident and CEO, LifeBridge Health

“The power of philanthropy across LifeBridge Health is great. “The power of philanthropy across LifeBridge Health is great. 

Through events such as the Robert I. Damie Race for Our Kids  Through events such as the Robert I. Damie Race for Our Kids  

at The Maryland Zoo in Baltimore, community support goes at The Maryland Zoo in Baltimore, community support goes 

directly into essential pediatric programs at The Herman & directly into essential pediatric programs at The Herman & 

Walter Samuelson Children’s Hospital at Sinai, the Center for Walter Samuelson Children’s Hospital at Sinai, the Center for 

Hope and the Rubin Institute for Advanced Orthopedics.Hope and the Rubin Institute for Advanced Orthopedics.

Julie Cox 

Vice President and Chief Development Officer, LifeBridge HealthVice President and Chief Development Officer, LifeBridge Health
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In March 2020, amid the COVID-19 pandemic, 

LifeBridge Health created the CARE BRAVELY 

Compassion Fund in response to the community’s 

outpouring of support for COVID-19 patient 

caregivers at our five hospitals and Center 

for Hope. As of June 30, 2021, the CARE 

BRAVELY Compassion Fund has received 

$1,269,104 in cash support and $1,109,573  

in in-kind support.  

“LifeBridge Health team members have been 

deeply touched by the overwhelming generosity 

of our community. It is the collective power of our 

donors that made us stronger together during 

this challenging time, and we are extremely 

grateful,” says Julie Cox, vice president and 

chief development officer at LifeBridge Health.

While the initial donations were used to 

provide critical PPE, care and comfort items, 

and meals to nurses, physicians and other 

essential staff, the fund has also provided 

fresh produce boxes for all employees, “Caring 

for the Caregiver” training sessions, items 

for Nurses Week 2021, weekly lunches to 

employees and volunteers at the LifeBridge 

Health vaccine clinics, and so much more. 

LifeBridge Health is extremely grateful to our 

community for acknowledging our teams’ 

heroic bravery during these challenging times. 

Every single contribution from our community 

has made a difference, and we cannot say 

thank you enough. It is because of your help, 

comfort, kindness and unending support 

that we continue our commitment to CARE 

BRAVELY for every person who comes 

through our doors.

Visit lifebridgehealth.org/compassionfund  

to donate to the CARE BRAVELY  

Compassion Fund.

CARE BRAVELY  
Compassion Fund update

 $1.2M
Cash Support

$1.1M 
In-Kind Support

Carroll Hospital team members in PPE 
provided through community support.
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In the news

July 2020 

On the Front Lines: A Salute  
to Heroes in the Pandemic War
JMore 

Carroll County leaders launch 
campaign promoting masks to 
prevent COVID-19 spread
Carroll County Times

August 2020 

Coronavirus Numbers Spiking in 
Maryland – What Can We Do?
WJZ-TV

Exercise and COVID-19 Can 
Be a Dangerous Combination, 
Evidence Shows
Prevention 

September 2020

Baltimore Medical Professionals 
Agree COVID-19 Herd Immunity 
Unlikely Anytime Soon
WBFF-TV 

October 2020 

Technological Transformation: 
How COVID-19 spurred a digital 
revolution in hospitals
Baltimore Business Journal 

Responding to a Community 
Mental Health Crisis
American Hospital Association

November 2020 

Hospitals Scramble to Get 
Specialized Freezers Before 
Coronavirus Vaccine Arrives
WBAL-TV

LifeBridge Health Breaks Ground 
on “Center for Hope,” Aimed at 
Violence Prevention
WBFF-TV 

December 2020 

Preparing for COVID Vaccine 
Rollout to Public and Employees
Seoul Broadcasting System

First Doses of COVID-19  
Vaccine Arrive in Maryland
The Baltimore Sun

January 2021

Barbershops in Black Communities 
Provide Information on COVID-19, 
Vaccine
ABC News Radio

Maryland Reviewing Latest  
CDC Guidelines to Lower Age  
of COVID-19 Vaccine Eligibility 
to 65
WBAL-TV

February 2021

We Asked 175 Pediatric Disease 
Experts if It Was Safe Enough to 
Open School

New York Times

March 2021

One Year Later: Health Care 
Workers Reflect on Impact of the 
Coronavirus in Maryland
WBAL-TV

Rewarding Care and Compassion
The Baltimore Sun 

April 2021 

7 Steps to Kick the Quarantine 
Online Shopping Habit
Healthline

May 2021

5 Big Ideas in  
Healthcare Innovation
Becker’s Hospital Review

The Coalition That Kept  
the Preakness in Baltimore
WYPR-FM

June 2021

When Do Babies Sleep  
Through the Night?
Romper

Allergy Treatment Crucial  
if Your Child Has Asthma
U.S. News & World Report
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Our leadership

Neil Meltzer  
President and Chief 
Executive Officer, 
LifeBridge Health

Garrett Hoover 
President and Chief 
Operating Officer, 
Carroll Hospital;  
Senior Vice President, 
LifeBridge Health

Daniel Blum  
President, Sinai 
Hospital and Grace 
Medical Center; 
Senior Vice President,  
LifeBridge Health

David Krajewski  
Executive Vice President 
and Chief Financial 
Officer, LifeBridge Health

Brian Deffaa  
Chief Marketing Officer, 
LifeBridge Health

Jason Weiner  
Senior Vice President 
and General Counsel, 
LifeBridge Health

Craig Carmichael 
President and Chief 
Operating Officer, 
Northwest Hospital; 
Senior Vice President, 
LifeBridge Health

Matthew Poffenroth  
Senior Vice President 
and Chief Physician 
Executive,  
LifeBridge Health

Leslie Simmons, 

RN, FACHE 
Executive Vice 
President and Chief 
Operating Officer, 
LifeBridge Health

Rebecca Altman  
Vice President, 
Operations and Chief 
Integration Officer, 
LifeBridge Health

Lisa Whaley  
Senior Vice President 
and Chief Human 
Resources Officer, 
LifeBridge Health

Darleen Won  
Vice President, Strategic 
Planning, ACE (Analytics 
Center of Excellence) 
and MCO (Management 
Consulting Office), and 
Chief Strategy Officer, 
LifeBridge Health

Deborah Graves  
President and  
Chief Operating  
Officer, Levindale 
Hebrew Hospital; 
Senior Vice President, 
LifeBridge Health 

Julie Cox  
Vice President and Chief 
Development Officer, 
LifeBridge Health

Joseph Koons  
Senior Vice  
President and Chief 
Revenue Officer,  
LifeBridge Health

James Roberge  
Vice President, Capital 
Improvements and 
Support Services, 
LifeBridge Health

Tressa Springman  
Senior Vice President 
and Chief Information 
Officer, LifeBridge Health
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Lynn E. Abeshouse

Laura Black

Jason A. Blavatt, Esq.

Joseph A. Cooper 

Lee Coplan

Jonathan Davidov

 Charles O. Fisher, Jr., Esq.

Nupur Parekh Flynn

Ronnie Footlick 

Louis F. Friedman, Esq.

Brian J. Gibbons, Esq.

Martin K.P. Hill 

Richard F. Kemper

Donald Kirson 

Barry F. Levin, Esquire

Diane Levin

Andrew Levine

Scott S. London, Esq.

Brenda W Mandel 

Neil M. Meltzer 

Joe Migliara 

Brian L. Moffet, Esq.

Howard Perlow

Mike Posko

Michael Renbaum

Ethan A. Seidel, Ph.D.

Thomas D. Welliver 

Jeffrey A Wothers, Esq. 

Alec M. Yeo

Thomas J. Zirpoli, Ph.D.

 Mark E. Blacksten 

Ann M. Bollinger 

 Martin Burns 

Timothy W. Chase 

 Joan D. Coley, Ph.D. 

 Mark A. Debinski 

 Karen L. Durilla 

 Brenda Frazier

 Shannon Hammond, Esq. 

 Dona Hobart, M.D. 

 Christopher D. Holt

 Garrett W. Hoover

 Kiran G. Kuna, M.D. 

Terri S. Lyons 

Michael Mandish 

Neil M. Meltzer 

Emily Bollinger Miller 

Brian L. Moffet, Esq. 

E. Alex Myers

Michael Myers

Nicol M. Sager 

Guy H. Sheetz 

Terry L. Smack 

Kevin R. Walsh, P.A.-C. 

Alec M. Yeo

David S. Bollinger

Susan Chambers

Mark Debinski

Mark Goldstein, M.D.

Todd Herring

Martin K.P. Hill

Garrett W. Hoover

Kiran Kuna, M.D.

Neil M. Meltzer

Brian L. Moffet, Esq.

Marcus Lee Primm

Deborah Seidel

Stanley H. “Jack” Tevis III

Thomas D. Welliver

Drewry White, M.D.

Alec Yeo

Thomas J. Zirpoli, Ph.D.

LifeBridge Health

Brian L. Moffet, Esq. 
Chair 
Attorney 
Miles & Stockbridge, P.C.

Lee Coplan 
Vice Chair 
Chief Executive Officer 
Hord Coplan Macht

We’re grateful for the continuing guidance and stewardship of our 

LifeBridge Health board members. With their guidance, we continue  

to CARE BRAVELY by caring for our community, improving human  

health with innovation and providing excellent care every day without fail. 

Board of Directors

LifeBridge Health  
Board of Directors

Carroll Hospital Foundation  
Board of Trustees

Carroll Hospital  
Board of Directors

Daniel Blum

Mohamed Dauda, M.D.

Jonathan Davidov

Michael Gaines

Venroy July

Neil M. Meltzer

Brian L. Moffet, Esq.

Dennis H. Weinman

Grace Medical Center  
Board of Directors

Ann M. Bollinger

Jason A. Blavatt, Esq. 

Regina S. Bodnar 

Jennifer H. Bubczyk 

Carolyn S. Burns 

James B. Covey 

Shirlyn Evans-Ford 

Laura Gillen

Barbara Harden

Todd L. Herring

Christina K. Kanther 

C. Dave Kile 

John W. Middleton, M.D. 

James A. Miller, P.D. 

Todd E. Mitchell 

Michael Myers

Ann Patterson 

Louna S. Primm 

Leslie R. Simmons

Robert L. Weinreich

BridgingLife  
Board of Trustees
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Allan C. Alperstein, CPA

Keith Attman

Marc A. Cohen

Marlene W. Daniel, Ph.D.

Gerald B. Feldman, M.D.

Jason A. Frank, Esq.*

Stacey R. Goldenberg

Beth H. Goldsmith

Deborah Graves

Daniel P. Henson, III

Esther Jacobson

Kevin M. Keane

Jayne Z. Klein

Neil M. Meltzer

Shimon “Shimmy”  

Y. Messing

Iris Miller

Raymond Miller, M.D.

Brian L. Moffet. Esq.

Barry J. Nabozny

Howard Perlow

Abba D. Poliakoff, Esq.

Nancy T. Pretter

Kandace L. Scherr, Esq.

Ethan Seidel, Ph.D.

Lynn M. Selby

Michele Shermak, M.D.

Judy Sherwood 

Janoski, Ph.D.

Rabbi Shmuel Silber

Leslie R. Simmons

Robert Smelkinson

Marc B. Terrill

Gilbert R. Trout

David Uhlfelder, CPA

Steven J. Venick

Jayson T. Williams

Diane M. Wit

Arthur S. Alperstein* 

Ronald Attman

Arthur Baitch, M.D.* 

Jason A. Blavatt, Esq.

Cheryl Brown, Esq. 

Craig Carmichael

Grace Doyle

George Evans, Sr., D.D.S.

Charles O. Fisher, Jr., Esq.

Robert E. Frankel* 

Eugene Friedman, Esq.*

Harold I. Hackerman

Alex Hendler

Pat Isaac

Richard F. Kemper

Donald Kirson* 

Audrey Lifcovich

Neil M. Meltzer

Bradley J. Mendelson

Joseph Migliara

Bill Miller

Brian L. Moffet, Esq.

Hayden C. Moore

Michael O’Halloran

Louis E. Sapperstein

Paul L. Saval, Esq.

Jason Schwartzberg

Mark Simanowith

Jonathan Thierman, M.D.

Barry S. Walters, M.D.*

Howard M. Weiss

Morris Wise*

Donald Abrams, M.D.

Alissa Abramson-Densky

Richard M. Alter, Esq.

Jonathan Attman

Leonard Attman*

Richard Berman

Daniel Blum

Beth Casper

Jeff Cherry

Joseph Cooper*

Eric Cowan, Esq.

Jonathan N. Davidov

Chima Dike, Esq.

Ronnie Footlick*

Louis F. Friedman, Esq.*

Michael Gaines

Lowell Glazer*

David Goldner

Beth Goldsmith

Nancy Hackerman*

Jonathan Havens, Esq.

Donald Himelfarb

Daniel Hirschhorn

Venroy July, Esq.

Jessica Kahn

Dawn Kirstaetter

Noah Kodeck

Jill Kolodner, Esq.

Marcy Kolodny

David Kuntz, Esq.

Alvin Lapidus* 

Elizabeth Lenrow

Jon H. Levinson

Ailene Mash

Neil M. Meltzer

Brian Moffet, Esq.

Jerome Reichmister, M.D.*

Gregory J. Rochlin

Leslie Footlick Schaller

Torrey Smith

Jay Steinmetz

Hillel Tendler, Esq.

Marc B. Terrill

Maxwell Thanhouser

Harel Turkel

Michael Uhlfelder

Ellen Wasserman*

Christopher Wasson

Robin Weiman

Dennis H. Weinman

Maury Weinstein

Brett Weiss

Melanie Williams

Omar Zalatimo, M.D. 

Carroll Hospital

Alec Yeo 
Chair 
Owner 
The Goddard School

BridgingLife

Ann M. Bollinger 
Chair 
Commercial Risk 
Advisor, Barnes-
Bollinger Insurance 
Services

Carroll Hospital 
Foundation

Mark A. Debinski 
Chair 
President & CEO 
Bluewater Advisory 
Bluewater Search

Northwest  
Hospital

Richard F. Kemper 
Chair 
Retired

 Levindale  
 Hebrew Hospital

Howard L. Perlow 
Chair 
Executive Vice President 
Residential Title & 
Escrow Company

 Sinai Hospital and 
 Grace Medical  
 Center

Jonathan N. Davidov 
Chair 
Senior Vice President 
Exeter Wealth Management 
Group at Morgan Stanley

Levindale Hebrew Hospital  
Board of Directors

Northwest Hospital  
Board of Directors

Sinai Hospital  
Board of Directors

* Indicates  
  emeritus member(s)
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2021 at a glance

Continuum of Care

Each year, LifeBridge Health has more than 

1 million patient encounters with people 

who have needs ranging from primary care 

and prevention to complex cardiovascular 

procedures, delicate neurosurgery and intricate 

robotic surgeries. 

Although LifeBridge Health is a rapidly  

growing health system, we are united by our  

CARE BRAVELY culture. We CARE BRAVELY 

for each person who comes to us for care, 

and remain dedicated to improving the health 

of the individuals and communities we serve 

through compassionate, high-quality care  

and community outreach programs. 

Team  
Members Physicians2 Beds

Operating  
Revenue 

(in thousands)

Uncompensated  
Care3 

(in thousands)

Carroll Hospital 1,698 457 161 — —

Grace Medical  
Center

406 161 9 — —

Levindale 803 243 330 — —

Northwest Hospital 1,541 696 267 — —

Sinai Hospital 5,201 1,028 461 — —

Other entities1 4,008 218 719 — —

Total 13,657 2,803 1,947 2,060,688 77,192

1. Includes Community Physician Enterprise and LifeBridge Health Partners 

2. Total number of credentialed physicians 

3. Care provided for which compensation is not received, i.e., any combination of bad debts and charity care

Acute Care 
Carroll Hospital 

Grace Medical Center 

Levindale Hebrew Hospital 

Northwest Hospital 

Sinai Hospital of Baltimore

Ambulatory Services 
LifeBridge Health Physical Therapy 

LifeBridge Health & Fitness 

RadNet 

SurgiCenter 

PhysioTherapy Associates 

Ellicot City Ambulatory Surgery Center 

LifeBridge Health Community Physicians

Post-Acute Care 
Northwest Hospital Subacute 

Levindale Hebrew Geriatric Center and Hospital 

HomeCare Maryland 

National Respiratory Care, LLC 

FutureCare 

Brinton Woods 

BridgingLife 

Seasons Hospice & Palliative Care 

Post Acute Physician Partners

Senior Living 
Springwell Senior Living Community 

Avila Home Care

Transportation 
Pulse Medical Transportation

Urgent Care 
ExpressCare Urgent Care Center

 Over  
$77 million 
in uncompensated care provided
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Carroll Hospital is the heart of its tight-knit 

community, proudly serving the region for six 

decades. It has grown from a one-building 

hospital to a comprehensive patient-centered 

medical campus. The hospital offers nationally 

ranked care, the latest in medical technology 

and skilled clinicians in a variety of specialties. 

A skilled nursing and rehabilitation center is 

currently under construction on campus.

“A” rating in the fall 2020 Leapfrog 
Hospital Safety Grade, a national 
distinction recognizing Carroll Hospital 
for achievements in providing safe, 
high-quality and affordable care.

1. Carroll  
    Hospital

Northwest Hospital is proud to have served 

the Baltimore, Carroll and Howard County 

communities for more than 50 years. With  

all private rooms and an impressive array  

of specialties, the hospital provides the 

highest quality patient-centric care, including 

comprehensive services and programs such 

as minimally invasive robotic, bariatric and 

orthopedic surgery. 

Named a Best Nursing Home 
for Short-Term Rehabilitation 
for 2020-21 by U.S. News & 
 World Report.

4. Northwest  
    Hospital

Levindale Hebrew Hospital, founded in 1890, 

leads the way in complex medical care, including 

a successful pulmonary and vent weaning 

program. Additionally, Levindale has a nationally 

accredited rehabilitation program and an acute 

neuro-cognitive unit with an outpatient program.

Named a Best Nursing Home for 
Short-Term Rehabilitation for 2020-21 
by U.S. News & World Report.

1.

3.

4. 5.

2.

The newest member of the LifeBridge Health 

family, Grace Medical Center (formerly Bon 

Secours Hospital) has expanded access to care 

for the people of West Baltimore with a new 

state-of-the-art emergency department as well 

as newly expanded primary and specialty care 

clinics. Specialties now offered include OB/GYN, 

pediatrics, orthopedics and ophthalmology. 

Upcoming campus renovations will make way 

for a 20,000-square-foot outpatient behavioral  

health facility and much-needed green space  

in the community.

Serving Baltimore for 100 years.

2. Grace  
    Medical  
    Center

Since 1866, Sinai Hospital of Baltimore has 

provided the highest quality of medical care to 

the people of Baltimore. Today, Sinai continues 

that proud tradition while continuing to improve 

human health with innovative research and 

patient care. Sinai’s planned campus expansion 

will provide space for clinical services and space 

for community organizations.

Honored as a 2020 LGBTQ 
Healthcare Top Performer by 
the Human Rights Commission.

5. Sinai  
    Hospital

3. Levindale  
    Hebrew  
    Hospital
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LifeBridge Health Partners

In partnership with reputable healthcare 

services companies, LifeBridge Health offers 

a full spectrum of care that accommodates 

the specific needs of each patient and is 

adaptable to the everchanging landscape 

of the healthcare industry, particularly in the 

face of challenges brought on by crises like 

COVID-19.

Brinton Woods 
It’s more than just its wide range of services that 

makes Brinton Woods Health & Rehabilitation 

Center at Winfield a premier care provider. 

The genuine compassion with which team 

members provide personalized care creates  

a “homelike” environment for patients that  

sets Brinton Woods apart from other skilled 

nursing facilities. 

Initially welcomed into the LifeBridge Health 

network in 2017 via a majority partnership 

agreement, Brinton Woods in March 2020 

merged into a 100% partnership with 

LifeBridge Health, which has been instrumental 

in its fight against COVID-19. Brinton Woods 

maintained a vaccination rate at or around 

90% among its residents and team members 

throughout 2021 and created specialized  

care units for COVID-positive residents to help 

minimize the spread of the virus. As COVID-19 

restrictions have lessened, residents have been 

engaging in several social events at the facility 

like fashion shows and hops. Brinton Woods’ 

census has grown from 50% to more than 

80% since the start of the pandemic in 2020.

Community being a central focus in 2021, 

Brinton Woods helped raise money and goods 

for several important causes throughout the 

year, including Alzheimer’s, the American Heart 

Association, local schools, food pantries and 

animal shelters.

Excitement abounds as a new, state-of-the-

art, two-story facility for Brinton Woods on 

the Carroll Hospital campus—to be renamed 

Atlee Hill—is set to open in 2022. The new 

building will house 40 private rooms and 10 

semi-private rooms. All current Brinton Woods 

services—physical, occupational, speech and 

respiratory therapy as well as wound, palliative 

and surgical recovery care among a host 

of other medical and support services—will 

carry over to the new building. Also, the new 

facility will allow for access to even greater 

technology, services and providers through  

the LifeBridge Health network.

In these unprecedented times, the strong relationships with 

our business partners across many specialty areas – from 

homecare, senior living and nursing homes to urgent care 

and surgery centers – have proven indispensable as demand 

in our communities for convenient, wide-ranging services 

grows exceedingly. Together, we are meeting this high 

demand with the excellence and bravery that hallmark 

LifeBridge Health’s care strategy.”

David Krajewski 

Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer, LifeBridge Health;  

President, LifeBridge Health Partners

List of Partners

Advanced Radiology 

Avila Home Care 

Brinton Woods at Winfield 

Carroll County Digestive Disease Center 

Carroll Occupational Health 

Davita Kidney Care 

Ellicott City Ambulatory Surgery Center

Expresscare Urgent Care Centers 

Futurecare 

Homecare Maryland, LLC 

LifeBridge Health & Fitness 

LifeBridge Health Rehabilitation Services

LifeBridge Health Sleep Centers 

LifeBridge Sports Medicine and Rehabilitation

Nation’s Healthcare and Home Infusion, LLC

National Respiratory Care, LLC 

Outpatient Pharmacies at Sinai and  

Northwest Hospitals 

Practice Dynamics, Inc. 

Pulse Medical Transportation 

The Shops at LifeBridge Health 

Springwell Senior Living 

Surgicenter of Baltimore 

VSP 
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Anchor Group is a group of community leaders 

and churches immediately around Grace 

Medical Center that works on programs, 

strategies and activities to support local 

residents and neighborhoods, bringing 

together public partners, elected officials  

and investors to help address community 

needs on a regular basis. Anchor Group’s 

meetings are coordinated by Bon Secours 

Community Works, which is dedicated to 

enriching West Baltimore communities with 

programs and services that contribute to  

the long-term economic and social viability  

of neighborhoods.

http://bit.ly/bonsecourscw

Bon Secours 
Community 
Works

CHAI (Comprehensive Housing Assistance Inc.) 

offers programs and services to help seniors, 

homeowners and communities in Northwest 

Baltimore neighborhoods with a significant 

Jewish presence. 

chaibaltimore.org

CHAI

The Liberty Road Business Association works 

to grow and sustain a diverse and thriving 

business community to enrich the quality of  

life and enhance prosperity in the Liberty  

Road Corridor and supporting communities.

lrba.biz/lrba/welcome.asp

Liberty Road 
Business 
Association

Park Heights Renaissance is working to 

implement the Baltimore City Park Heights 

Master Plan where land and economic and 

human development contribute to the revival  

of a thriving and sustainable community.

boldnewheights.org

Park Heights 
Renaissance

Seven neighborhoods and six institutions 

comprise the Southwest Partnership, a collective 

effort to build a cohesive community of choice 

and grow neighborhood power.

southwestpartnershipbaltimore.org

Southwest 
Partnership

Comprised of Sinai Hospital, Park Heights 

Renaissance and CHAI, representatives  

from Baltimore City and Baltimore County 

community and government organizations,  

the Northwest Baltimore Partnership aims  

to increase investment in Northwest Baltimore  

for capital improvements, and community  

and economic development.

northwestbaltimore.org

Northwest 
Baltimore 
Partnership

The Partnership for a Healthier Carroll County 

strives to build the capacity of individuals and 

organizations to improve the health and quality 

of life in Carroll County.

healthycarroll.org

The Partnership 
for a Healthier 
Carroll County

LifeBridge Health works with many faith-based 

organizations to offer strength to our communities 

and improve the health of our neighbors.

 Faith-Based 
 Organizations

Community Partners

LifeBridge Health partners with other organizations to increase  

our power to help people, families and communities thrive.  

Please go to lifebridgehealth.org/commpartners to see a full list  

of our community partners.



1. Center for Hope Campaign 
The Center for Hope capital campaign has a The Center for Hope capital campaign has a 

$6 million goal, matching LifeBridge Health’s $6 million goal, matching LifeBridge Health’s 

$6 million commitment to Center for Hope’s $6 million commitment to Center for Hope’s 

new building. As of December 2021, over new building. As of December 2021, over 

$4.5 million has been raised, which includes $4.5 million has been raised, which includes 

a $500,000 leadership gift from the Jacob and a $500,000 leadership gift from the Jacob and 

Hilda Blaustein Foundation and the David Hilda Blaustein Foundation and the David 

and Barbara B. Hirschhorn Foundation. and Barbara B. Hirschhorn Foundation. 

When the building opens in the spring, the When the building opens in the spring, the 

space will provide intervention and prevention space will provide intervention and prevention 

programming, and be used by the Baltimore programming, and be used by the Baltimore 

Child Abuse Center, DOVE, Sinai Violence Child Abuse Center, DOVE, Sinai Violence 

Response Team, Kujichagulia Center, Safe Response Team, Kujichagulia Center, Safe 

Streets at Belvedere and Elder Justice Streets at Belvedere and Elder Justice 

programs. Pictured here are Dan and Gina programs. Pictured here are Dan and Gina 

Hirschhorn, 2022 Magic of Life Gala co-chairs. Hirschhorn, 2022 Magic of Life Gala co-chairs. 

Dan is also a Sinai board member and trustee Dan is also a Sinai board member and trustee 

of both foundations.of both foundations.

2. Ben and Peggy Schapiro 
Ben and Peggy Schapiro have been supporting Ben and Peggy Schapiro have been supporting 

Child Life at The Herman & Walter Samuelson Child Life at The Herman & Walter Samuelson 

Children’s Hospital at Sinai for the past decade. Children’s Hospital at Sinai for the past decade. 

Last year, they made a transformational gift to Last year, they made a transformational gift to 

create an endowment for the Schapiro Child create an endowment for the Schapiro Child 

Life Program and are encouraging others to Life Program and are encouraging others to 

join them in securing the future of this critical join them in securing the future of this critical 

service for our young patients. service for our young patients. 

3. Robert I. Damie  
Race for Our Kids 
Robert I. “Bob” Damie served as a board Robert I. “Bob” Damie served as a board 

member in the LifeBridge Health system from member in the LifeBridge Health system from 

2005 until his passing in 2020. Bob always 2005 until his passing in 2020. Bob always 

had a passion for Race for Our Kids, and had a passion for Race for Our Kids, and 

his family participated annually, beginning his family participated annually, beginning 

with its start in 2004. Professionally, Bob with its start in 2004. Professionally, Bob 

was an accountant and was appointed as a was an accountant and was appointed as a 

co-trustee of the Herman & Walter Samuelson co-trustee of the Herman & Walter Samuelson 

Foundation. This role charged Bob and his Foundation. This role charged Bob and his 

co-trustee, Louis Friedman, with stewarding a co-trustee, Louis Friedman, with stewarding a 

fortune the brothers had built up over decades fortune the brothers had built up over decades 

and distributing it to worthy charities around and distributing it to worthy charities around 

Baltimore. Upon Bob’s passing in 2020, the Baltimore. Upon Bob’s passing in 2020, the 

Herman & Walter Samuelson Foundation made Herman & Walter Samuelson Foundation made 

a gift to rename the event as the Robert I. Damie a gift to rename the event as the Robert I. Damie 

Race for Our Kids to provide a permanent Race for Our Kids to provide a permanent 

memorial to Bob. We will continue to honor memorial to Bob. We will continue to honor 

the legacy of Bob Damie for decades and the legacy of Bob Damie for decades and 

generations to come.generations to come.

4. JUST TRYAN IT  
Pediatric patients served by The Herman Pediatric patients served by The Herman 

& Walter Samuelson Children’s Hospital at & Walter Samuelson Children’s Hospital at 

Sinai benefit from a spectrum of psychosocial Sinai benefit from a spectrum of psychosocial 

services and patient assistance funds made services and patient assistance funds made 

possible by grateful patient donors. The Ellen possible by grateful patient donors. The Ellen 

W.P. Wasserman Chair of Pediatrics, Aziza W.P. Wasserman Chair of Pediatrics, Aziza 

Shad, M.D., is pictured here with former Shad, M.D., is pictured here with former 

patient and pediatric cancer survivor Ryan patient and pediatric cancer survivor Ryan 

Darby and his mother Mollie Darby at the 2021 Darby and his mother Mollie Darby at the 2021 

JUST TRYAN IT Bethesda event. This event JUST TRYAN IT Bethesda event. This event 

raises funds to provide financial assistance for raises funds to provide financial assistance for 

families with a child in treatment for pediatric families with a child in treatment for pediatric 

cancer, through triathlons for 5- to 14-year-olds. cancer, through triathlons for 5- to 14-year-olds. 

Over 12 years, JUST TRYAN IT has touched Over 12 years, JUST TRYAN IT has touched 

the lives of hundreds of families battling cancer, the lives of hundreds of families battling cancer, 

including our Sinai pediatric patients.including our Sinai pediatric patients.

3. 4.

2.
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Philanthropy

Visionary Level 

$100,000+
Anonymous
Abell Foundation
Scott and Deborah Amey
R. Wayne and Bonnie Barnes
Biocomposites
Jacob and Hilda Blaustein Foundation
Carroll Hospital Auxiliary
Estate of Betty E. and John C. Dahlgreen Jr.
Genine M. and Josh E. Fidler
Jack and Phyllis Finkelstein Family Foundation
Lowell and Harriet Glazer Family Foundation
The Samuel G. & Margaret A. Gorn Foundation
Gottschalk Foundation
Hackerman Foundation
Willard and Lillian Hackerman*
Hill Development Group LLC 

Martin K.P. Hill 
Martin P. and Michelle L. Hill 
Jeffrey C. and Jennifer Hill Bubczyk  

Gina and Daniel Hirschhorn
David and Barbara B. Hirschhorn Foundation
Hope for Henry Foundation
Benno and Elayne Hurwitz Family Foundation
Larry and Katherine Jennings
The Kahlert Foundation 

Greg and Roberta Kahlert
The Zanvyl and Isabelle Krieger Fund
Libman Family Foundation
Harry & Betty Lichtman Charitable Fund
Brenda Weil Mandel and Louis Frock
Mattie Miracle Cancer Foundation
Microport Orthopedics
Middendorf Foundation
In Memory of Charles R. and Esther M. Poffinberger
Alison and Arnold Richman
Milton Roberts Trust
Margaret D. and Benjamin S. Schapiro
Rudy Seikaly
State of Maryland
Herman & Walter Samuelson Foundation
Aaron and Lillie Straus Foundation
Leonard and Helen R. Stulman Charitable 

Foundation
Truist
Harold Glen and Audrey G. Benson Trumpower 

Foundation
Ellen W.P. Wasserman
West Baltimore Renaissance Foundation
Whiting-Turner Contracting Company

Cornerstone Level 

$25,000-$99,999
Anonymous (3)
ACME Paper & Supply Co. Inc.
     Mildred and Edward Attman*
     Ronald and Stephanie Attman
     David Attman
     Patricia and Gary Attman
     Steven and Lisa Attman
     Keith and Alissa Attman
     Andrew and Julie Attman
Advanced Radiology
Alex Cooper Auctioneers, Inc.
American Trading & Production Co. (ATAPCO)
Paul M. Angell Family Foundation
R. Wayne Barnes, CLU, CLTC, Life & Long Term 

Care Insurance
Baugher Enterprises, Inc.
Berkeley Research Group, LLC
Sandra and Malcolm Berman
The Blavatt Family
Mr. C. Todd Brown, in memory of  

Norma Miller Brown
Bunting Family Foundation
Carolyn and Martin Burns
The Campbell Foundation
Jane W. Campbell Trust
Capitol Office Solutions
Mr. and Mrs. H. Scott Carr
Carroll County Anesthesia Associates, P.A.
     Kiran Kuna, M.D.    
     Jeffrey Tabak, M.D.    
     John Brock, M.D.    
     Diana Eclavea, M.D.    
     David Kottra, D.O.    
     Matthew Crutchley, M.D.    
     Jessica Hobbs, M.D.
Cerner Corporation
Civic Works, Inc.
Coca-Cola Consolidated
Continental Realty Corporation
     The Schapiro Family     
     Mindy and J.M. Schapiro III
Joseph and Annette Cooper and Family
The Charles Crane Family Foundation
Crothall Healthcare Inc.
Estates of Hugo and Helen Dalsheimer
Dick and Rosalee Davison
The Deering Family Foundation
DPR Construction
ExpressCare Urgent Care Centers
The Footlick Family Foundation
     Robert* and Ronnie Footlick
     Leslie and Joseph Schaller
     Randi and Frank Settleman
Robin Ford Building & Remodeling Inc.
     Mr. and Mrs. Robin Ford
Phyllis and Louis Friedman
Greenberg Gibbons
LaVerna Hahn Charitable Trust
Brian L. Haight
William Randolph Hearst Foundation

Founders Circle 

LifeBridge Health

Your generous financial support allows us to 

change the lives of the individuals we serve 

through compassionate, high-quality care, 

community outreach and opportunities for 

innovation. We are honored that you trust us 

with your gifts. When you GIVE BRAVELY, you 

inspire us to CARE BRAVELY. 

LifeBridge Health is pleased and honored to 

recognize donors of $10,000 and above who 

made gifts to our Founders Circle — Visionary, 

Cornerstone and Steward levels — in support 

of LifeBridge Health affiliates, including  

Carroll Hospital, Grace Medical Center, 

Levindale Hospital, Northwest Hospital, Sinai 

Hospital, BridgingLife Hospice and Center for 

Hope, from July 1, 2020, to June 30, 2021.
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HomeCare Maryland
Johnson Controls, Inc.
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
Joseph* and Shirley Kaufman
Leah and Morton Kemper Family Foundation
     Louise and Richard Kemper
Adam Michael Kodeck Fund
Mr. James G. Kohler
Koons Toyota of Westminster
KPMG, LLP
David, Jessie, Kelsey, Joe and Charlye Krajewski
Alvin and Lois Lapidus
Lehigh Cement Company
In honor of Audrey and Arthur Levine’s 

grandchildren: Alexandra, Cameron,  
Danielle, Jessica, Jonathon, Madison, 

    Samantha and Terry
In honor of Audrey and Arthur Levine by their sons 

Andrew, Michael and Charles Levine 
Terri Lyons and Steve King 
M&T Bank
MaxSent
     Todd Pattison
Morris A. Mechanic Foundation
Alan and Amy Meltzer Family Foundation
Ellen & Neil Meltzer Family Fund
Migliara Family Foundation
     Joseph and Elizabeth Anne Migliara
Estate of Curt and Bonnie Miller
Moser Family Foundation
NuVasive Specialized Orthopedics, Inc.
Marilyn and Jack Pechter
Pediatrix Medical Group
ProMD Health
     Dr. George Gavrila
     Scott Melamed
Dr. Jerome P. and Susan B. Reichmister
The Nora Roberts Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Paul J. Rock
Ben and Esther Rosenbloom Foundation
Irene and Robert Russel
Amber and Mark Sam Chee 
Lorraine and J. Mark Schapiro
The Dr. Robert T. Scott Family Foundation 
Mr. Greg and Mrs. Leslie Simmons
Sinai Mitzvah Foundation
James M. Smith and Family
Stanley Black & Decker
Estate of Colleen Joan Stiles
Lisa and Barry Stoler
Marsha and Hillel Tendler
S.H. Tevis & Sons, Inc. 
     Jack and Beth Tevis
Thomas, Bennett & Hunter, Inc.
Mr. Robert W. Tracey
Tracy’s Kids Art Therapy Program
US Acute Care Solutions
The WEI Family
Charlotte Cohen Weinberg, in memory of  

Ben and Zelda Cohen
The Wong Foundation
Mr. Carroll L. and Mrs. Sue M. Yingling
Mr. and Mrs. John B. Yingling
Saul Zaentz Foundation

Steward Level 

$10,000-$24,999
Anonymous (7)
Sondra G. Abrams, M.D.
Alteon Health
Anchor Pharmacy
     Drs. James and Jeanie Miller
Archdiocese of Baltimore
The Phyllis L. and Leonard J. Attman Foundation
Ms. Mary Jo Jordan and Dr. William Bandy
Barnes-Bollinger Insurance Services
     Mr. Mark Bollinger and Mr. David Bollinger
Laura Black and Charles Klein
Mr. Mike and Mrs. Regina Bodnar
Ronnie and Larry Bohn
Linda and Stephen Bohn
Mr. Louis L. Bopst Jr., in memory of Carla Bopst
Ms. Lori E. Buxton
CareFirst BlueCross BlueShield
Children’s Cancer Foundation, Inc.
Community Foundation of Carroll County
Lee E. Coplan
Cove Electric
Theophilus and Marie Cover White Fund
Drs. Joan Develin Coley and M. Lee Rice
Anne C. David, Ph.D.
Jonathan and Robin Davidov
Devaney & Associates, Inc.
     Mrs. Diane Devaney and Mr. David Dekowski
Harry F. Duncan Foundation
Saralyn and Jeffrey Elkin
EMJAY Engineering and Construction Co., Inc.
EVAPCO, Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Feezer, Jr.*
R. Wayne Feezer Memorial Foundation  

and Mrs. Beulah Feezer
FirstEnergy Foundation
Fletcher Funeral Home, PA
    Mr. Dale and Mrs. Teresa Fletcher
Guy E. Flynn and Nupur Parekh Flynn
The Jill Fox Memorial Fund
Edward J. Friedman Foundation
Fund for Change
FutureCare Health and Management Corp.
Georgia-Pacific Professional
Lyn Stacie Getz Foundation
Dr. Marc and Nancy Gertner
Gobel Group
Donald Goldstein
Mark and Linda Goldstein
Robert Goldstein
William O. Goldstein Fund
Louise K. Goodman
Vaughn Greene Funeral Services, P.A.
     Bill Miller
Mr. Timothy and Mrs. Linda Grogan
Stephen L. Handelman
Moses S. and Blanche H. Hecht Foundation
Todd and Donna Herring
Phebe C. Hess Trust
Mrs. Linda Hikel
Eileen and Donald Himelfarb

Stuart and Daphne Himelfarb
Himmelrich Fund
Hord Coplan Macht, Inc.
Ms. Doris J. Hull
Jersey Mike’s Subs
     Mr. Nick Sargent
Charles A. Klein & Sons, Inc.
The Philip and Harriet Klein Foundation
     Anna and Daniel Klein
Jason and Jennifer Kwicien
Lapidus Corenblum Foundation
Lapidus Oring Foundation
Legg Mason Global Asset Management
Stacey and Barry Levin, Esq.
The Herman and Seena Lubcher Charitable 

Foundation
Lois and Philip Macht Family Philanthropic Fund
The Mackenzie Companies
Maryland Business Innovation Association, Inc. (MBIA)
Karen and Millard Mazer
Merritt Properties/Bavar Properties Group
Mr.* and Mrs. John B. Moores
Morgan Properties at Carriage Hill
Oscar G. Murray Fund
Laura Neuman
Nicholl Family Foundation
Northwest Hospital Auxiliary
Northwest Hospital Medical Staff
Number Ten Foundation
O’Neil Family Foundation
Paul S. Pariser Foundation
The Richard Laurence Parish Foundation
     Denise and David McKissock, Jr.
     Diana and David McKissock, Sr.
Passen Capital, LLC
     Amy and Martin Passen, M.D.
     Selvin Passen, M.D.
Pitts Family Foundation
     James F. and Kay Pitts
The Pew Charitable Trusts
Point Breeze Credit Union
Pulse Medical Transportation
Raymond James and Associates
Suzanne J. Ricklin
The Rite Aid Foundation
Eric Reitberger
Tsipi and Michael Renbaum
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur N. Riley
Rolyn Companies, Inc.
     Samuel Bergman
Bruce L. Rosenberg
Henry and Ruth B. Rosenberg Foundation
     Frank and Ann Rosenberg
     Henry and Dot Rosenberg
Rosenthal-Statter Foundation
Estate of William F. Salisbury
Mr. Peter G. Samios, in memory of Mr. Arthur  

and Mrs. Julia Samios
SC&H Capital and i3 Healthcare Consulting
Kathy and Sandy Shapiro
Maryland Branch, Shut-in Society of Baltimore City, Inc.
Jackie and Bob Smelkinson
The Louis and Dora Smith Foundation
SOS Technology Group
     Randi and Harel Turkel

 73
Cornerstone Level donors

 92
Steward Level donors

 43
Visionary Level donors
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 7
In-kind donations

$30,234,096
Received in total in new gifts and pledges 

Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Spielman
T. Rowe Price Foundation, Inc.
Thalheimer-Eurich Charitable Fund
Dr. George* and Mrs. Betty Thomas
Mr. W. Dennis* and Mrs. Dawn Thomas
Transamerica Retirement Solutions
TurnAround, Inc.
Venable, LLP

The Morris Weinman Memorial Foundation
     Mandy and Dennis Weinman
     Toby and Melvin Weinman Foundation
Woodholme Gastroenterology Assoc., P.A.

 

*Deceased

In-kind gifts
Frontline Foods Baltimore
Irvine Nature Center
NAACP
Organization of Hope
Polymer Shapes
Route One Apparel
VPC, Inc.

A total of $30,234,096 was received in new gifts and pledges for the fiscal 

year ending June 30, 2021, including PPE, meals and comfort items for 

staff designated to the Care Bravely Compassion Fund. Shown here are 

sources of the extraordinary support given to Sinai Hospital, Northwest 

Hospital, Carroll Hospital, Levindale Hospital, Grace Medical Center, 

BridgingLife Hospice and Center for Hope.

  Government Grants
  Individuals1

  Foundations

  Corporations
  Community  

    Organizations

Philanthropic support makes a tremendous difference throughout the health 

system. At right shows how donors directed their gifts during fiscal year 2021.

46%

18%

15%

13%

4%
3% 1%

  Sinai Hospital   LifeBridge Health  
    Systemwide Support  Carroll Hospital and  

    BridgingLife Hospice   Northwest Hospital
  Center for Hope   Grace Medical Center

  Levindale Hospital

Philanthropy at LifeBridge Health 

A year in review

25%

20%

9%
2%

44%

1. Includes 4% of Planned Gifts/Bequests
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Capital improvements

Despite the setbacks thrown out to all industries in 2020, especially 

healthcare organizations, LifeBridge Health was able to manage the 

COVID-19 pandemic while being able to continue our capital projects 

and spending to improve our infrastructure and facilities. This year we 

made even more headway with these projects and were excited to 

expand our footprint of care in the state of Maryland.

Sinai Hospital 
To help improve our patient experience and facilities, we have undertaken 

and completed projects across the system. At Sinai Hospital, we unveiled 

a state-of-the-art neonatal intensive care unit (NICU), among many other 

renovations and refreshes around the hospital, including a major renovation 

of the Zamoiski Auditorium. Additionally, we gave our Emergency 

Department (ED) a $2 million investment to complete a major renovation 

that provided much more sustainable finishes and upgrades and is just 

the start of part of the larger Sinai Revitalization Project plan. That project, 

to be completed next year, will also include a renovation of some of our 

conference rooms and the cancer center patient care areas.

Levindale Hebrew Hospital 
This year at Levindale, we focused more on assisting the facility with 

COVID related expenses, and still managed to face-lift nursing stations 

and staff areas, as well as the elevators, to ensure we were providing an 

improved experience to our patients.

Grace Medical Center 
In West Baltimore, at Grace Medical Center, we have revitalized the ED and 

surgical services areas, which opened in September 2021. To support the 

ED and clinics, we’ve also added a new pharmacy, administrative offices, 

and storage and support spaces for environmental services and materials 

management. We also relocated the outpatient behavioral health program 

and are going to begin construction on a 30,000-square-foot warehouse 

that will be home to the West Baltimore Renaissance Foundation’s new 

community center, The Factory: A West Baltimore Opportunity Center.  

The Factory will offer offices, a commercial community kitchen and more.

LifeBridge Health 
To benefit the entire organization, we have also purchased a corporate 

headquarters building, located in Owings Mills, to house shared 

organizational services and leadership in one collaborative space.

James Roberge, vice president of capital improvements and support 

services at LifeBridge Health, says: “Among all the things I’m proud that 

LifeBridge Health is bringing to our communities, I am also excited about 

our future plans. It’s an amazing thing to be able to dedicate resources 

back into our facilities and services for our patients – even during a 

pandemic – and it’s a testament to how much LifeBridge Health cares  

for our communities.”

Northwest Hospital 
At Northwest Hospital, we added a new CT scanner, radiology equipment 

and a brand new DaVinci robot. Further down Old Court Road on the 

Northwest Hospital campus, we also opened the brand-new LifeBridge 

Health Unified Communications Center as a one-stop shop for patients 

to call, instead of having to call different facilities to get assistance. 

Northwest Hospital also has many projects on the horizon, including 

refreshing the lobby, ED and breast center.

Carroll Hospital 
Big things were happening in and around the Carroll Hospital campus 

with the groundbreaking of Atlee Hill, which is nearing completion and 

aiming for occupancy starting in summer 2022. We also brought a  

brand-new dining room for staff and patients to Carroll, including the 

addition of a brick oven for pizza. We opened a new critical care unit 

(CCU) and critical decision unit (CDU) in late March and early April 2021, 

respectively. In addition, in November, construction on phase 1 of the 

hospital’s new peri-anesthesia care unit (PACU) was completed and four 

new inpatient pediatric rooms were opened as part of the hospital’s new 

Pediatric Care Center.
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 “Throughout 2021, LifeBridge Health continued 
the progress we were able to make to bring 
the high-quality care we’re known for to our 
patients. The pandemic continued to bring its 
own set of unique challenges, but our financial 
preparation enabled us to keep these projects 
going strong.”
David Krajewski 

Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer at LifeBridge Health; President at LifeBridge Health Partners

 State-of-the-art
neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) at Sinai Hospital

DaVinci robot
added to Northwest Hospital, along with a CT scanner  
and radiology equipment

$2 million
investment to the  
Sinai Revitalization Project plan

30,000 sq. ft.
new warehouse to house  the West Baltimore Renaissance Foundation  
new community center, The Factory: A West Baltimore Opportunity Center

 Groundbreaking
of Atlee Hill at the Carroll Hospital campus

Brand-new
LifeBridge Health Unified Communications Center
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2022 Strategy

 Resourcefulness, 
compassion and  
a certain amount  
of grit.
Those are the CARE BRAVELY values that have 

served us well in the recent past. We’ve not only 

made it through some unexpected times but 

continued to grow and improve through it all. 

We’re excited to build on our present and create 

the future in 2022, focusing on workforce 

development, customer service, budget 

management and building our strategic scale. 

CARE BRAVELY starts with our people.  

We want LifeBridge Health to attract and 

retain the best talent and for our valued team 

members to feel energized and challenged 

by their jobs. With twin efforts to improve 

engagement with physicians and team 

members alike, our diverse and talented  

team will supply better customer service  

in every layer of the organization.  

Healthcare isn’t another business; it’s life 

and death. Healing and skill. Science and 

compassion. Improving customer service 

improves the health of our communities by 

creating greater access to care when and 

where it’s convenient. Telehealth continues 

to allow patients to see providers from the 

comfort of their homes. Our new online 

scheduling platform, HelloBrave, aims to make 

finding a doctor and scheduling appointments 

as easy as ordering a pizza. With our Contact 

Center, consumers have only one number to 

call for anything at LifeBridge Health. 

By continuing our efforts to minimize waste and 

improve processes throughout the organization, 

we will save time and money and provide 

better patient care. We are implementing 

new oncology, orthopedic and cardiovascular 

strategies to grow these service lines by hiring 

new surgeons, designing new spaces and 

seeking another sports medicine partnership. 

We will also take the next steps toward creating 

a regional medical school campus. 

And we continue to innovate ways to serve 

everyone in our community. The Center for 

Hope’s new building will house a variety of  

vital services for the people of Baltimore. We’re 

serving the people of West Baltimore with 

renovation and expansion at Grace Medical 

Center and the West Baltimore Renaissance 

Foundation. By leveraging our data network 

to care for people with chronic diseases 

proactively, we can improve care and  

reduce costs. 

By focusing on these goals, we will continue  

to CARE BRAVELY for more people in the 

most cost-effective manner possible.





lifebridgehealth.org

 Routinely  Remarkable
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